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PROJECT SUMNARY

Purpose and Objectives

EDNEED I was conceived as an important first step toward the

development of a basic information system for vocational education.

The project had three purposes: (1). to determine, empirically, the

extent to which selected data questions represent the vocational educa-

tion informational needs of users :It the national, state and local levels;

(2) to prioritize Che data questions according to their degree of rela-

tive importance across levels and within levels by use category (plan-

ning, operation, evaluation, finance and budgeting, reporting require-

ments, public information); and (3) to determine similarities in infor-

mation needs across levels and use categories.

The central premise of the project was that onde the information

needs were determined and prioritized, a basic core of data questions

and associated information elements could be empirically derived'which

would meeL the shared informational needs of the three levels on a pri-

oriiy basis The size and composition of the core would be a function

of the need priority and the amount of resources available for allocation.

The three project purposes were translated into four operational

objectives, each of which served to identify a milestone phase of the

project. The phases and their accompanying operational objectives are

as follows:

Phase I - To identify .important questions in vocational eCacation

and those information elements necessary to provide answers to

the questions.
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Phase 11 To refine Jle data questions and information elements

(identified in Phase 1) through the involvement of selected

national user groups; to define each information element; and to

collect data on national needs.

Phase III - To determine empirically the relative need for each

of the data questions (by use category) through ratings by repre-

sentative state and local data users. To further review and

critique the questions and information elements and to identify

and provide recommendations for the resolution of problems and

issues associated with the future development of a national voca-

tional education information system.

Phase IV - To analyze the ratings to determine priority data needs

across levels (local, state andnational) ard uses (planning,

operation, evaluation, finance and budgeting, reporting require-

ments and public information). To produce a final report of the

results.

?rocedUres

The major steps in each of the four phases are shown graphically

in Figure 1. In Phase I, two approaches to the identification of sources

were utilized: first, a literature review and second, direct visitation

to various potential user groups. Over 100 individuals representing more

than 50 national, state and local agencies and organizations who were

expected to have needs for vocational education data were contacted in

an effort to identify recurring questiorm at adminif:trative and policy-

making levels. A secondary purpose of the agency contacts was to explain

the project and secure the support of agency representatives for 'subsequent

5
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participation in Phase II. To facilitate this purpose a 35mm slide

presentation was developed and used widely to disseminate information

about the project.

As questions Were identified, each was analyzed to determine

those information elements from various sources which if known, could

serve to answer the questions. Broad questions were broken down into

components which could be answered by a single information element or

group of information elements. Thus, whether a state provided for, or

emphasized, one or more of the many types or levels of vocational edUca-

tion, the information elements were designed to allow for ful/ coverage

of elementary, secondary, postsecondary, adult, handicapped, disadvan-

'raged and other specialized offerings.

A detailed taxonomy of information elements of potential utility

to national, state and local user groups (an interim report) was pre-

pared and was ready for in-house review in late January, 1975. This

draft document, entitled "Project EDNEED: Preliminary Taxonomy for the

Development of a National Vocational Information System," consisted of

20 informational files. A file was defined as a collection of similar

information elements. The files were in turn organized into five parts

or classes to reflect the organizational structure of the vocational

education delivery system. Following a rigorous in-house review, the

"Preliminary Taxonomy" was delivered-in Phase II to representatives of

six user groups selected for their centrality to vocational education

data needs. An abundance of suggestions were received,, focusing mainly

in two areas (a) changes in the structure and organization of the'doCu-

ment and (b) addition of data queStions and information elements.

7
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As a result of this review by the six selected national agencies,

an intensive effort was mounted by Center staff to incorporate the

suggestions into a completely revised taxonomy .in time for review, rating

and checking by the conference of national useis scheduled for mid-March

in Annapolis, Maryland- The revised document was entitled Project EDNEED:

Classification of Information for the Development of a National Voca-

tional Information System and comprised Volume II of the Project EDNEED-

Final Report. Referenced hereafter as the Classification document or

the EDNEED Classification, this tevised document differed substantially

from the original "Preliminary Taxonomy." The fivepart division was

replaced by a four-level division with connecting files, making the

aggregation potential more e7<plicit. The number of files was reduced,from

20 to 18, and nearly 100 new information elements were added. The Most

striking change, however, occurred as a result of the arrangement of the

information elements as subtopics or possible answers to data questions.

Thus, the conference edition of the EDNEED Classification included 323

questions as well as 2340 information elements. For each of the 323

questions, respondents were asked to check whether or not their agency

presently asked the question or would ask it if the information were avail-

able. If a responeent checked either of the above, he/she was then asked

to indicate (on a six-point scale ranging from "no importance" thro

"critical importance") how important the question was- for each of six use
\

categories: planning, operations, evaluation, finance and budgeting,

reporting requirements and public information. The raters were-further

asked to indicate for each question checked, those information elements

associated with,that question that were needed to answer the question.

8
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An ongoing effort Was maintained during Phases I and II to produce

a Lexicon of definitions of key terms used in describing the data ques-

tions and information elements. Draft copies of the revised Lexicdn

were available.for use by the national data users at the Annapolis Con-

ference as well as for subsequent conferences in Phase II. Production

of the report of that conference marked the end of Phase II.

Phase III consisted of three similar conferences, one for state

level user group representatives and two for local level users. As at

the national level, state and local conferees were presented with the

EDNEED Classification document in advance of the conference and asked to

check thdse data questions needed and to rate each one checked according

to its importance for each of the six use categories indicated previously.

At each of the conferences, participants were asked to make suggestions

and recommendations in three areas: (a) the adequacy of the Classification

document; (b) the identification of problems and issues to be encountered

in the development'of a basic vocational-education data system; and

(c) the generation of solutions to the problems. Detailed reports of all

four conferences are contained in Volume IV of the EDNEED Final Report.

Phase IV consisted of the completion of the conference reports,

the design of a plan for the analysis of theidata generated by the rating

and checking process, the analysis of the data and the production of a

five-volume final report. Entitled Daia Needs in Vocational Education,

each volume of the final report is subtitled as follows:

Volume I ,Summary of Procedures and Results

Volume II Project EDNEED Classification of Information

Volume III Project EDNEED Lexicon

9



Volume IV Issues and Recommendations
Reports of..the EDNEED Conferences

Volume V Data Analysis: Procedures and Results.

For more detailed information about any aspect of the study, the reader

is referred to the appropriate volume.

Findings and Results

Although summarized in detail in Volume I, the results of the

project are reported in Volumes IV and V. Only the highlights are

presented here.

A national system for vocational education data collection mith

emphasis on unif' rmity of data and format is critically needed.

Standardized nat onal definitions for data elements must be of

the highest priority.

A national data,system will require federal funding and support.

"Change" must be incorporated as a characteristic for any voca-

tional education data system,. Additions. and deletions of data

w'll be constant.

Ihe extent to which data will be used, by skom, and for what

purpose must be established early, as well as the locus of

control and physical location of the system.

There appears to be little coordination among existing data

systel, or among data producers and data users.

Consideration must be given to t\e already heavS7 "data burden"

on state and local education agencies. Statistically sound

sampling is an alternative worth exploring in this regard.

State vocational education agencies are both data producers and

data users. The data burden probleM falls most heavily on

1 0



their shoulders and they appear reluctant to become involved in

activities which might increase the burden.

A definitive study of data sources now in place is crucial. Any

national data system should be designed to use every available

data source. Only data which are highly needed but not currently

available should be added.

A national data system- should provide a means for ensuring that

data aggregated upward from local education agencies could be

directed hack to them in a timely and meaningful way. Local

administrators indicated that this is often not the case at

present, even with their own state MIS's.

Vocational educators must learn to measure fitness for.employ-

ment of graduates and early leavers in terms of their acquired,

and demonstrable competencies rather than in- terms of courses

taken and hours spent n-classrooms, lab's i_nd shops. Such

measurement data in a system &mild provide a basis for accurate

studies of the 'costs of instruction vs. the benefits of placing

people in employment.

Local education agency data users have a greater need for

'curriculum information than either national or state users.

State users have less.need for data on student characteristics

than either national or local users.

Local data needs are more congruent with a national orientation

than a state orientation.

State data needs are more\congruent with a national orientation

than with a local orientation.

National data needs are more congruent with a local orientatio

than a state orientation.
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Information on the characteristics of the curriculum and

instrucational processes was the most important category of

information need across all levels and uses.

Information concerning the characteristics of vocational pro-

gralit completers and early leavers was the most important

category of informational need over all uses at the national

level.

Information on the characteristics of the curriCulum and

instructional processes was the most important category for

both local and state users over all uses.

There is a distinct demand at all levels for data .:escriptive

of vocational education at the "grass 'roots." At all levels,

users are most interested in knowing who is being served, what

they are being served, and what happens as a result of their

being served.

National data needs for planning, evaluation, reporting

requirements' and public information are distinct from national

needs for operations and finance/budgeting.data.

State data neds for planning, operations, finance/budgeting

and reporting requirements differ from state data needs for

evaluation and public information.

Local needs foz data appear to be relatively consistent across

all uses.

1 2
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THE PROBLEM

The problem to which Project EDNEED I (Empirical Determinatioh of

Nationally Essential Educational Data) was addressed is the lack of a

nationally uniform set of essehtial data for planning, operating and

evaluating vocational education programs at local, state and federal

levels. The lack does. not stem from the absence of management information

systems in vocational education. ,,eys show that suCh syc,' It;

do exist Hid are in place (Mor iL1eL.r and LaWrence, 1974). The

BureaU of Occupational and'Adult Education, USOE, Dr. William Pierce,

Deputy *Commissioner, officially recognized prior to 1973 the problem area

to which the present study was addressed. Shortly thereafter, deSgn,

development, field testing, implementation and evaluation of information

systems was designated a high priority for projects to,be supported in FY

-1974 and FY 1975 under authority of Section 13(a) of Part* C of the Voe.:-

tional.Elucation Amendments of 1968. Many stat agencies for vociatio.

education utilized,these availae, research Lnd development funds (ovc

1.8.;.million from Part C alone FY 1975) to develop diid install manag,-

ment information systems,for vjcational education within the states.

systems, however, are state specific--that is, they are designed-to pro-

duce the information required by the vocational education leaders within

the state, and, developed independently, they.are fiot. necessa4ly congruent

or compatible.
,

The crux of the DrcApilis- the changing nature of dA'4 requiremzats

within federal agencies and i7--.7ariability of data generatod within am: .

ross state.agencies for pinr--ng and evaluation. FederaX legislation is

reiatively specific regarding _-e necessity to collect and report, data;

16
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but is not specific about the set of data to be reported.
1

Consequently,-

there is a lack of common data across states and localities for use in

vocational education planning, operation and evaluation. As recently as

May, 1976, the Committee on EduCation and Labor of the U. S. ilouSe of

Representatives'reported (p. 39). that

. .
the lack of adequate data has hampered attempts at evalua-

tion of the effectiveness of the vocational education program. by

Congress and has hampered the.program administrators from offer-

ing courses most directly related to job deuv,,,I. The truly

unfortunate thing about this situation is tl,.c it is a failing

which could havebeen avoided years ago.

There is also a lack of management information system Xequirements which

are based on the assessed needs of spec.ific.groups who ultimately make

1The 1963 Vocational Educatioh alaL_Ia=ed that any state desirous

of receivtng federal funds under the AcL: . shall submit through its

state board to the Comsaissioner a.State _ - such detail as the

Commissioner deems necessary . - ." [Sec 5 The 1968 Amendments

further provided that state plansjuust . . . such information

as the Commissioner deems necessary . . ec. 123(a)] . Necessary

information has been generally defined by tir-, jffice of Education to

include information pertaining to (1) rai..7)-ovur- needs and job opportunities;

(2) availability"-of -cational education .ith special emphasis on geo-

graphic areas markc c. ioj high unemploYment-, hi..A. school dropots, and heavy

population density; :3) needs for voca: aal 1gcation as evidenced by

population characteristics; (4) needs voca:tonal.educatiOn programs

with respect to special target groups areas,:to be seryed;

(5)_vocational education objectives-; aad vocational education program

delivery (Albert, 1972). As specified L. 1e 1963 Act, each state is

required to submit a plan which

. proVides fox making such rep ;uch form and.contain-

ing Such information as the Commis .mer reasonably require

to carry out his functions under title, and for keep-

ng such records and for affording .-.2.ess: thereto as the

Commissioner may find.neceSsary . . . tec 5(a) (7) 1-9731 .

Tilaccordance_with the requirements, inform: .1 regarding vocational

edncation expenaiE6res; trOt --ozat-ttYnzrit..-it2ctreiort---

profession.al personnel, student enrollmen-:, mcgram completions; and

program activities is reported annually t regional offices Cf the

Office of Educatioh.
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use of the data provided by the system. Although individual states have

considered the needs of users in their independently developed informa-

tion systems, no assessment of data needs by purpose of use has been

made across states or at the national level; nor have attempts been made

to isolate a common set of vocational education data based on eMpirically

determined informational needs of user groups at local, state and national

levels.

The necessity for a national vocational education data system
\

based upon the needs of users for answers to ir*Irtant questions has

\been recognized by. the U. S. House of Representatives and is included

the proposed)9..) Vocational )!:ducation Amendments which require the ,

. .
establishment of a national vocaional Iducation data

reportinr and acconntin system. This systp:_ is meant to pro.-

.
vide answers to the-3e. questions: Oho is bellu; served. in Voca-

tional education prorams? Aar arc they beiu:; served? Nhat

-is being accomplished? And what is the post .! llore specifi-

cally, information i required .to be..submitted, on the'evalua-

,tians newly required to be condueted by the states of local

programs and on ocat'ional students, programs, prograM
compltters and leavers, staff, facilities and expenditures.
(Committee on Education and Labor, 1976, p. 40.)

Project EUNEED I, conceived pripr to the Committee Report and

funded under-BOAE's Part C priority, was designed to be a first-step in

the development -of the kind of data system no recognized by Congrtss as

being necessary. The project sought to deterMine data needs through

empirical assessment procedures in order ,t.o s'erve as a base for the

-development of information system requirements at national, state and

local levels which would be responsive to the needs of the respective .

data users,



OBJECTIVES

Project EDNEED I had three purposes: (I) to _etermine, empirically,

the extent to which selecteddata questions satisfv the vocational educa-

tion informationE4 needs of users at the uational, state and local levels;

(2) to priorize the, data questions according to their degree of relative

\

importance across levels and within levels by use category (planning,

operation, evaluation, finance and hudgetling, reporting requirements;

public information); and (3) to determine similarities in information

needs across levels and use categories.

These yurpises were translated into four operational objective

.

each of which se: :ed tä identify,a phase of the project. The

phases and their accompanying opera,...ional objecties are as. follows:

Phase I - To identify important questions'in vocational e4upation

and those aformation element2s necessy lo provide answers to

the questi..ms.

Phase II -.To refine the data questions aJ information elements

(identified in Phase I) through the involvement of selected

national user groups. define each information element. To

collect data on national needs.

Phase III - To empirically-determine the relative need fqr each

of the data questions (by use category) through ratings by.repre-

sentative state and local data use.s To further teview and

2 .apecific piece of data such as: "the

number of program graduates :,77-Inloyed in .a related aTe..aVireli=g-rkm-ortths----

of graduation," and is desi -.2d to answer a particular\'data qacstion.
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critique the questions and information elements ari to identify and

provide recommendations for the resolution of problems and issues

associated with the future development of a national vocational

education information system.

Phase IV To analyze the ratings to determine priority data needs ;

across levels (local, state and national) and uses n

evaluazion, finance and budgeting, reporting requirements

and public information). To produce a final report of the results.

The central premise of tEe project was that once the information needs

were determined and priorftized, a .basic core cf data questions and associ-

ated information elements could be empirically derived which would meet

the combined needs of the three levels on a priority basis,,to the extent

of available resources. The size and composition of the core would thus

be a function of the need priority and the amount of resources available

for allocation.
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PROCEDURES

The design'of the project and the procedures utilized relate

directly to the four operational objectives or phases. The met-tiodology

for Par' phase is first outlined in the form of procedural

by a _I,A:'rative description of- the specific activities conducted

in the protess of moving through the various Steps in eLth phase.

Although there i some overlap among the phases,.and among the steps'

within phases, procedures are presented as nearly as possible in

chronolegical

Phase 1 (July 1974 February 1975)

Phase I ipnsisted of the identification of important data ques-

tions and assoc_lated information elements and their organization into a

document suitable for selected user group review. Specific steps in this

phase .included:

A. Explore and determine (identify) sources of questiots-

B. Initiate development of a taxonomic .structure for classify-
ing questions and informaion elements.

C. Develop list of questions.

D. Analyze each question to determine 'information elements
needed to answer it,

*E. Organize information elements acOrding to taxonomic
structure (B above).

F. Re-/iew taxOnomy of information elements (in-house).

G. Begin work on lexicon centaining definitions of terms used
in taxonomy.

*Indicte.=: a public2tion or interim report associated with step

in each phase.

2 1
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Two approaches to the identificari-ri of sourt:es of data v -ions

and information elements were emplo review of the :re,

including legislation, Congressional hearing, en mandates, other

data system publications (including M1S data collection forms from 36

states) and the,proposed 1975 Vocational Amendmehts reporting requirements,

revealed many of the potential information needs. Especially helpful at
/

this stage were the publications of Project Baseline, the NCES Handbook

Series, Common Core Data, USOE, the Department of Labor (BLS), the

National Advisory Council on Vocational Education and the American

3
Vocational Association. A Source List (bibliography) was compiled as

a function of this review (Porter and Morgan, 1975). Further, an

additional literature review was conducted in searcb of an existent

method or scheme by Which the qUestions and information elements could

be classified. This search proved fruitless, and a classification

scheme was subsequently developed by the project staff.
7

The second approach to the identification of sources-of queStions

and information elements involved direct visitation to various potential

agency user groups. Over 100 individuals representing more.than 50

national, state and local agencies and organizations who werel expected

to have needs for vocational education data were contacted in an effort-

to identify recurring questions at administrative and policy-making

levels.

A secondary purpose of the agency contacts was to explain the

project ana secure the support of agency representatives for subsequent

participation in Phase II. To facilitate this purpose a 35mm slide

3
See Appendix.

2 2
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presentation was developed and used widely to disseminate information

about the project. Among the agencies contacted were the following:

AFLCIO
International Brotherhood. of Electrical Workers

American Associatica of Community and Junior Colleges

American Association of,School Administrators

American Council on Edudation

American Society for Training and Development

American Technical Education Association

American Vocational Association.

Association of Independent Colleges and Schools

Bureau of the tensus

Congress
House Counsels
Senate Counsels

Council of Chief State School Officers

Committee on Evaluation and Information Systems

FederAl Interagency Committee on Education

National Advisory Council on Vocational Education

national Association of State Approving Agencies

National Association of State and Territorial Apprenticeship

.Directors

National Association of 'State Directors of Vocational Education

National Association of Trade and Technical Schools

National Bureau of Standards

National Center for Educational Statistics

National Education Association (Research)

717f Education ./

Office of' Managemen= and Budget

2 3
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Ohio State University (MISVE)

President's Domestic Council

Project Baseline

State Advisory Councils on Vocational Education

State Management Information Systems (36 states)

State ResearchCoordinating Units

U. S. Chamber of Commerce

U. S. Department of Agriculture

U. S. Department of Defense

U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

U. S. Department of Labor
Bureau of Apprenticeship-and Training
Bureau of Labor Statistics
Manpower Administration

U. S. Department of Transportation

U. S. Office of Education

Veterans Administration

As questions were identified, each was analyzed to determine those

information elements from various sources.which if known, could serve to

answer the questions. Broad questions were broken down-into components

which could be answered by a sinle information element or grou of

information elements.

In late 1974, an informal.request wat'made by'BOAE/USOE for 4

/
-representative list Of some Of the more important questions typically

asked of the vocational educational enterprise. This request was honored

January,i. 1975, thrOugh the publication of'I'an interim report, Questions

in VOcatiOnal Education: What Everyone Wants to Know and is Not/Afraid

2 4
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to Ask (Drewes,et al., 1975). For the purposes of that document, the

questions were organized in two ways. First, general questions were

included according to the following categories; questions about target

populations; questions about curricula; questions about resources (staff,

facilities and equipment); questions about costs; and questions about

outcomes of vocational education programs. In the second setion of the

document, each of the general questions in the ca,tegories above was sub-

divided into more specific questions, each answerable by a single piece

of data. These more specific-questions were categorized according to a

,
context, input, ptocess, product and impact classification structure.

Context questions included those associated with the milieu in which

vocational education takes place (e.g., demographic, economic-, edu.cation

and employment, revenue base and training resources data). Input

-questions included thOse providing information on revenues and about

.
new students entering.the system. Questions in the process category

were concerned with enrollMents and expenditures as well as programs,

staff and facility resources.- Product questions were considered to be

those relating to program Completers and dropouts.. The.impact area

included qUestions associate4,with1post-school employment, jot, satisfac-

tion, employer satisfaction and school satisfaction.

Given the identification of these vital questions, the most complex

and time-consuming,,task in Phase I was the development-of the information

r.elements necessary to answer these questions and their organization into

a rational structure for presentation. The population served, the

vocational education content-provided, and the delivery techniques

utilized in the United States vary from state to state, yet the taxonomy
ral
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in which the information elements was classified attempted to b

representative of all levels and all functions of vocational education.

, Thus, whether a state provided for, or emphasized, one or more of the

many types or levels of vocational education, the information elements

were designed to allow for full coverage of elementary, secondary,

postsecondary, adult, handicapped, disadvantaged and other specialized

offerings.

A detailed taxonomy of information elements of,potential utility

to national, state and local user. groups (an interim report) was prepared

and was ready for in-house review in.late January, 1975. This draft

document, entitled "Project EDNEED: Preliminary Taxonomy for the Develop-

ment of a National Vocational Information System," consisted of 20 infor-

. mational files. A file was defined as a collection of similar information

elements. The files were in turn organized into five parts or classes

to reflect the organizational structure of the vocational education

delivery system. Part A consisted of six files relating to state level

information: state information, SEA information, SEA expenditures by

functiont, SEA expenditures by object, SEA property information, and

SEA staff information. .,part B consisted.of six simil'arfiles relating

to the-LEA service area. ,Part
)

C contained three fileg of information:

information about the school, school vocational expenditures-by function,

and school vocational expenditures bY object. Part D-contained pforma-
,

tion in three similar files by curriculum rather than by school,z. Part E,

the student section, contained one file on enrolled individuals and one

file on completers/early leavers. Upon completion of the first draft

2 6
-,/,',00,,'
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of the Preliminary Taxonomy, it was subjected to a rigorous in-house

review by all professional staff.

The finsl activity of Phase I was the commencement of work on a
Ar

rough draft of the EDNEED Lexicon, which would subsequently contain

definitionsof each information element in the taxonomy. The lexicon

was developed to eliminate any possible confusion in the minds of

reviewers or users of the taxonomy as to the intent of any of the informa-

tion elements. Since the draft lexicon was not completed until the middle

of Phase II, attention was first given to those,terms deemed by the

project staff to be most ambiguous or difficult. Many of these were

included as a Glossary to the final draft of the "Preliminary taxonomy"

for the benefit of the early'reviewers.

Phase II (January 1975 - June 1975)

The seconciphase consisted of the refinement and revision of the

"Preliminary Taxonomy" and the collection of national level data. Specific

steps in this phase included: .

A. Circulate taxonomy to six selected national users for review

and modification suggestions.

*B. Revise taxonomy based on above into a classification instru-

ment suitable .for rating and checking by users.

C. Plan conference for review by an expanded group of national

users.

*D. Complete rough draft of lexicon.

E. Hold conference.

F. Process data gathered at conference.

*G. Produce conference report including analysis of data from

national user,group representatives.
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The second phase of the project overlapped slightly with Phase I.

Nearly 50 copies of the "Preliminary Taxonomy" were delivered to repre

sentatives of six selected agencies for their review, and critique. The

six agency representatives listed below replaced the five consultants

mentioned in the original proposal: the U. S. Office of Education, the

National Advisory Council for Vocational Education, the National Center

for Educational Statistics, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (DOL), the

American Vocational Association and the National Institute of Education.

Additionally, the document was reviewed unofficially by representatives

of the Office of Management and Budget.

Each reviewer was asked to consider the taxonomy in terms of the

following three questions:

1. Is the coverage indicated by the broad titles of the 20 data

files adequate and providing the data needed ultimately in the proposed

Vocational Education Information System?

2. In viewing the taxonomy as a whole, is it clearly evident that

the data files (a) are in sufficient detail by categories and items, and

(b) have sufficient breadth and depth to make possible subsequent acquisi

tion of data necessary for the proposed Vocational Education Informatio'n

System? What further modifications should be considered?

3. What suggestions can be made at the present time concerning

conference procedures which will ensure the most efficient use of the

time and expertise represented by the conference participants?

As copies of the taxonomy were delivered and\explained to the

reviewers, return appointments were made with each agency reviewing group

one to two weeks later for the purpose of discussing reviewer reaction

to the document. On the return visits project staff members met with

each group of reviewers representing an agency. The meetings ranged

from one and one half to three hours in-length and produced an abundance

of suggestions, focusing mainly in two areas: (a) changes in the

structure and organization- of the document and (b) addition 'of data elements

2 8
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As a result of t s review by the six selected national agencies,

man intensive effort wa, ounted by Center staff to incorporate the

suggestions into a completely revised taxonomy in time for review,

rating and checking by the conference of national users scheduled for

mid-March in Annapolis, Maryland. The revised document was entitled
-

Project EDNEED: Classification of Information fc- the Development of

a National Vocational Information System and comprises Volume II of the

Project EDNEED Final Report'. Referenced hereafter as the EDNEED

Classification, this revised-document differed substantially from the

original, preliminary taxonomy. The five-part division was replaced

by a four-level division with connecting files, making the aggregation

potential more explicit. The number of files was reduced from 20 to

18, and nearly 100 new information elements were added. The most striking

change, however, occurred as a result of the arrangement of the information

elements as subtopics or possible answers to data questions. Thus, the

conference edition of the EDNEED Classification included 323 questions

as well as 2340 information elements. For each of the 323 questions,

respondents were asked to check whether or not their agency presently

asked the question or would ask it if the information were available. If

a respondent checked either of the above, the respondents were asked to

indicate (on a six-point scale ranging from "no importance" through

"critical importance") how important the question was for each of

six use categories: planning, operations, evaluation, finance and

budgeting, reporting requirements and public information. The raters

were further asked to indicate for each question checked those informa-

tional elements associated with that question that were needed to 'answer

61e question. 2 9
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Dur'.Lng the revision -r-Dc_ss, other17.7oject staff were plannin

z conference at which C:le sed documenu would be reviewed by ar

_.-c?anded grrup of national Still otLr ie staff ,yre con,-

ting tI eviously 7 .xicon beg . I. A rough

J.r's7t ver. -! of that di zur. , r itaining dafinit pf the terms

in t _ EDNEED ClasE Tric!, was availale at ::e conference. A

sed version is included lume III of the Project EDNEED Final

rt.

A great deal of intere in Project EDNEED is generated by the

initial review process and.by e conference plan7.-Ing'process. This

interest turned what was conceived as a conference for 35 agency repre7

sentatives and seven staff members into a conference of 55 agency repre-

sentatives and 11 staff members.

Approximately one week before the conference was to be held, the

EDNEED Classification document, accompanied by a complete set of instruc-

tions for checking and rating the questions and information elements, was

mailed to a previously selected wide spectrum of agency representatives

authorized to speak to the vocational education needs of their constit-
_

uencies. As mentioned above, 55.individuals representing nearly 40

agencies sharing a common.interest in vocational education participated

in the woxking cenference held at Annapolis, Maryland, on March 16-18, 1975.

The purpoSes of the conference were:

1. To review and critique the questions and information elements
in the EDNEED Classification document. 1

2. To identify issues and problems associated with the design,
inauguration and operation of a nationwide system of voca-
tional education information.

3. To provide recommendations on how the issues and problems
identified could be resolved.

3 0
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Agency reprl!sentatives .-Tere :c. 077p- of four- discussion

J-oups by the proj-act staff in idval e erence, on the basis

of expected agency interests. Thus, rv als in each dLscussior.

group reflected a balance of'av-mcies .

=s on a wide spectrum

The discussion groups met for three Ave periods, during

which time discussion was confined tO 2as. Eirst dis

cussion period concentrated on topics rel. , :he "Adequacy of the

EDNEEIX Classification." The second diE iod concentrated on

"Policy Problems and Issues Related to iii Information System,"

and the final session was concerned wit. -ad Solutions to Some

of Elle Problems."

Project staff members served as r ,ou: personnel to,the dis-

cussion groups, provided supporting docu:: t as needed and explanations

as desired by the conferees, and recorded aotcf- from the discussions

which would provide suggestions for the duc= of the project subsequent

to the conference.

Following each discussion session_ 1 1, -.zed lt-rzAers of the

four discussion groups reported to the ,,up in ge:neral sessions,

(a) the major agreements reached in the reL,T,a '77e discussidn groups

and (b) other information.revealed by gr nemers about problems,

issues and constraints that might be anticipated. -All general session

reports were recorded.

Subsequent to the conference, the were typed, edited

and organized for presentation in a report. -]oncurrently, other project

staff members designed a simple procedu- for analyzing the preliminary

data produced by the rating and checkini 2r -ess and analyzed the data.
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The tapescripts providec the substance for tilL first section of the

conference report entitled P:to'.ect EDNEED: heport of the Conference on

the Determination of NationaLly,Es.,iencial Educational Data, which can be

found in Volume IV of tLe Prject EDNEED Final Repott entitled- Data Needs

in Vocational Education. Isues and Recommendations: Reports of the

Project EDNEED Conferences.. Preliminary analysis of the data produced

by the rating and checking of the EDNEED Classification comprised the

second section of the report.

In addition to the findings, recommendations, and data from the

rating and checking process, several other conference outcomes were

apparent. The conference served as a national forum for the discussion

of important issues relating to the production, storage, retrieval and

use of vocational education data. Many organizations and agencies'

developed interfaces which previously had experienced little contact.

.Some of these agencies have already begun to extend and strengthen

their linkages with other organizations through subsequent meetings.

For a more thorough treatment of conference procedures and outcomes,

the reader is referred to Volume IV of the Project EDNEED Final Repo-rt.

Phase fli (July 1975 October 1975)

This pha e consisted of the collection of data on State and local

needs, and furt:-_er data on the adequacy of the EDNEED Classification and

on issues and problems. The mail survey, envisioned in the original

proposal was replaced by a 'series of conferences. Specific stepslin'

Phase III included:

3 9



A. Plan mini-core for Local employer

E. PTan mihi-confe.:en:::_a- for r---_-ate direc*' rs ecat na_

eeucation.

C. C nduct mini-conf 'Dr local er loyL epre

state directmr e,du

*D. Froduce Project EL. .LED .maual Progress Repc-rr (Per-7-r .onei

:-:-)rgan, 1975).

E. Plan conference fc: 1c2711 administrators c ± ocat rnai± iuca-

tior- prograts (sec-ndar-r, postsecondar-/ a ' -roprtary .

F. Conouct conference for looal administrator:.

The mini-conference in-olvirig five -employer rpresentatives was

conducted in Chicago, Illinois, on August 28, .1975. It incorporated

generally the same-objectives and proced-ires tha were utilized in the

Annapolis Conference for nat-i nal user representatives r..rescribed

_a Phase II. In a Idition, -7wers wore sought at the mini-cmnference

:o the following r ree questins:

1. What is :he role of the employer as a user of infcTmation

about p..blic vocational education?

2. What kinds of information ran best be used to assess the

i71pact or effectivenss of -,rocational iclucation?

3. 1.:-Jat kinds .of information .an or sIvAld employers 7enerate

or contribute to a 7ocation.al educa:. on information oistet?'

ln the riiscussion of the ar_enul:cy of the EDNEED Classif- etion,

particular attention was given to strengthenin the document fo the area

of outcome or impact data. A :iiscussion ga.. lis. )f particpants and

agehda (included in Volume IV of 7:he Projecr E:1-.7EEP i.ral Report) were

provided to the participanms in ..J7fance of the meet as wall as a

copy of the EDNEED Classificen_ion.

Indicates a publication or interim report associated with step

in each phase.

33



secor tini-c involo.ing scato v,;cational ,ducatic

a1tiris-7;-ntors, :one-. .tr,:-:d 1esearch Triaeele Prk, North Carolina,

on tr:: te day _iras _ , :) as the emplcyars ' nini-corference in

Chica::: ltho cnly __, . :te directors at:iLdc., 14 ra:eti and checked

EDNEL_, _assificaeion dc------ were suimitted rtc :le projeet staff fret

statt oectors or r,:!presentati,r,es.

-ucedure Lrilar to those Fr_ wed at the conference

for not t:nal &it .tt;er:- t.-
participant was

mailed a cop- of tne EDNH Ce.,...3ifi'eation for rat _ag and checking prior

to the mini-conference, -Leng wef:-:. a ddscussion gt.ede. The tcpics

addressed by the participants weere:

L. Questions and .eommemr.s relating to the adequacy pf the

EDNTI.ED Classift_catictl.

2. Q,..testions tind reiatir. g to prelems in setting.up a

rvitional.f -rtaticn sysret for vocatt_onal education.

3. Questions commeirres re---r;ting to solutions to the identi-

fied probe:Er_

A mre cotplete dc _Ttion of thi,, and al- r--)er EDNEED I pmferences

ca:_ be found in Vc1,,. IV of P. ect 'inal Report-

Between conferenc the Project EDNEE)

Ann:Lal Progres: .
previt:_sl'7. was produced. The report

con .ained thc pro, rr wr_ch the .T:rud- wtas ad=ssed, project objec-

tive-s. a der:=Cled de-or tne rrcc-edcres utilized and project

.resd1ts and ticcctpli_Ed=tant: durim. Lts frir-t two phases. Recommendations

and plans for th fu-:1,1re were also _cncluded, as well as the "Source List"-

developed in Phase I.

The final activiti-=7,s in Phase III were to plan and conduct a

conferenze for local administrators of ---,rocatThna: education. This

:3 4
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confrellce .as I. 1 in C1licago, Illin ds, on Se :embe.:- 1 197. -he

22 virtici tnts re recommended by :Their peers,

arld :hers ts amon, te 7)tion s outstandir-.1 11

at lo7 c u itonai educat a.

sys:e:!Ls, 1
2,1urr.-sfaet..1 c1r': scLi al s,.r:ems and ru

:ms re r ated oa t.-1.1 as technical

llogs a:".C1 prc: s:hc Is.

P-riLr to .he con:eren :he 71)1:,:-..:2 documer_t,

particf_. a71 aer and discussion guL re nailL.d rc-

,Lch ,zelected cut.feree. ir.:c1.J.de,d with the ick, f

a cop.: of th2 reT;ort of the natipnal conferenc Ad 7-Teyiousiv

Annapolis. Zt -:Tected that the review of the An7_..polis conE.-nce

,proceedings -.'ould assist the local aLiministrat "-s in

rat1ng DE tI a EDM!:ED Classification dit. Lg . the seco7;d

Third confence '.-)bectives or .Z1-27..to

1. dytermine data nd:; o1 represer- ye 1e7,cal ad7Ani-i Atctss.

2. 3 review and critic the qusti Afor--It1.an eicc

.n Lhc EDNEED Classillcation
missions.

hasis

3. identify and to -7.men(i d=i or :he solet L'n

a problems and to be uonnection a, i Lii -

ile design and op:L:icn E atiaa dch_ stem for pro\ iding

-uc:ational educat7i-in i=formati

In ,rder to facilitate the re- iew and c'-iticue of tbe EDNEED_

Classifica_tion and to obtain as many 'suggestions as 'possible in a litHtccl

time perid, the, morning session of ae dry-long conference divit:-.J1 the

participats into two work gre:',s, are com_sr.ed c

dir:Lctor,; of v(-2ation:J_ arid -,4as es:,-;e: Lally ori,:rp,:ud
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toward the conderns of public, secondary school vocational educarion. The

otber group consisted primarily of community college, teannid_d1 institute

and proprietary schoo: administrators, and was -7_ieLL-ed tower stsecondary

vd,cational, technical and occupational education. Pollowing didndh, nowever,

the two groups were brought back together to discuss the prob,_-_ and

solutions indicated in Objective 3. -A more deLz.Ll'A descript-. of this

conference can be found in Volume IV. The ms:Lr findings and r of

each of the two conferences and both mini-corrences are incim,ad in a

later seCtion of the present volume.

Phase IV (September 1975 DcL. r 1 75)

This phase consisted primarily of data redu.ction an: an,d1-sis anc

the production of :he final report. Specific s,-ps c,7-,a-Te as

*A. Complete summary reports af all Phai:.3e TL :::infarend.d:,s, and

mini-conferences for disse.mination _pEzt,:cipzra:ts ad for

collective inclusion as a separade -7,7oly.ze dm tne recorr.,

B. Design data analysis.

C. Meet with 13. S. Office of Education ott-ficials

weights to be assigned to user group-- se catu7or,I,P,--- and

levels.

D. Analyze all data.

E. Prmduce final report.

Individual repOrts of the Phase

were completed and mailed to participants.

-'j?.S_ and mif- .,:da.nferedice

ese rilports

into a separate volume which compriseS the fourth volnrn. cf

report.

*Indicates a publication or interim rapor-r associate:_ wit step.
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The first step in tL data analysis design was to develop a data

verilication procedure o -2-acil rated and checked.EDNEED Classificat

cu1db recorded in an er: and consistent format. The verified

data we:e organied intc -cee master data sets according to national,

sta-e 3r local levels. 1:iihin each level, the data were organized by

:.,:lestions within files and elements associated with questions.

ccataineLl between and thirty-one questions. Questions had

'pe,,wecn one and 193 infcrmet:on elements associated with them.

:n order co deter ;ine L.I.e importance of. each question, a Similarit-:

Index (.:) was devised. lie =_:'imilarity Index varies between 0 and 1

according to the degree )f c 1-respondence (similarity) of the assigned

ratings Ter each use catego7 t,:ith the maximum possible rat-ings for use

categories. Thus a imilar 1:Y Index of I would indicate that all raters

assined the highest sih ,!
importance rating to a given question for

that particular use c. gor . A Similarity Index of 0 for a question

wouPd ridicate tbat ry rier assigned the lowest possible importance

p the (Ipe!--.tio for Hie use category under consideration. The

index was defined for every question in the EDNEED Classifi-

cai:on use catcq,ory and bY levels according to the following formula:
_ _ _ .

,2
ijicim

m=1

N. = number of raters at Level 1:;

36 N
k

i
= number of questions in Pile i:

= 1 to 18 (File parameter)

= 1 to ()uestion p'Arameter);

3 7



k = 1 to 3 (Level parameter);

1 = 1 to 6 (Use category parameter); and

m = 1 to N, (Individual rater parameter)

The variable Ui

2 3

jum represents the importance rating (0 to 6) which Rater

m at the kth level gave to Use Category 1 for Questicj in the ith file

of the Classification. These values for U were squared and then summed

across all raters at a given level to produce the numerator in the above \

formula. These figures were then normalized (converted to a value betc.,,een

0 and 1) by performing the indicated division operation in the formula.

The Similarity Index was utilized in prioritization of questions

rather than means or sums of ratings so that questions rated as being of

greater importance by smaller numbers of raters would be ranked slightly

higher on the priority lists than questions rated of lesser importance

by larger numbers of raters even though the sum of the ratings might be

equal. A more complete explanation of the Similarity Index and its use

in priority determination is included as Appendix A of Volume, V.

The rather political questions as to whether the responses of all

user group representatives at the national level should be weighted equally

in priority determination; as to whether all levels should be weighted

equally; and as to whether all use categories were of equal importance

posed a significant problem. In an effort to answer the questions in a

manner satisfactory to USOE a six page paper outlining the problem and

the various alternatives was developed and presented to the project

monitor. The paper is included as Appendix B of Volume V.

3 8



Project staff members then met with 15 indiViduals separately to

discuss the weighting problemnine from USOE, four from NCES, one from

the Bureau bf the Census and one Congressional Counsel. A decision was

subsequently made to weight all national user groups, all three levels

and all use categories-equally in ranking questions by priority.

Application of the Similarity Index calculations to the user levels

and uSe categories resulted in twenty-eight possible prioritizations.

These prioritizations are presented aS separate data tables in Volume V.

The organization of these tables is presented in Figure 1. The notation

in each square of Figure 1 represents a vector of 323 questions Trioritized

according to descending magnitude of Similarity Index. The number in,

each cell of Figure 1 indicates the table number in which the prioritiza-

tion is presented. For example, the entry in the extreme upper left box

(Sij11) is a priority ranking of questions for planning purposes as rated

by national level respondents and is presented in Table 11 of Volume V;

the entry (S
ij3.

) at the extreme right of local level is a similar priority

ranking of questions according to the mean similarity index across use

categories at the local level and is presented in T,Ible 10 of Voldme V.

For each of the 28 possible prioritizations, non-parametric sta-

tistical analyses were performed to test the null hypothesis H : the mean

rank of questions within a'file is equal across all eighteen files. Files

were also ranked according to mean rank of the questions within a file.

The importance of files was further analyzed by recording the minimum

and maximum question ranks for each file.

3 9
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A. Spearman rank order correlation matrix was computed for twenty-.

one of the twenty-eight prioritizations (three levels by six use categories

plus the mean'by use category over the three levels). This intercorrelation

matrix was factor analyzed by.the principal 'component extraction method

and rotated according to the Varimax criterion,

A more detailed description of the data analysis procedures as

well as the results of the analyses is presented in Volume V. The remaining

results of Project EDNEED I are contained in Volumes II through IV. The

contents of all five Volumes are described or summarized as appropriate In

the next chapter.

4 2
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RESULTS

As stated previously, the detailed results of Project EDNEED I

appear in Volumes IV and V of this report and will be smunarized later

in this section. Volumes II and III, the EDNEED Classification and the

-accompanying EDNEFD Lexicon, while not containing conclusions or .findings

are, none-the-less, prod,Lts or result's of the project. Since they do

not lend themselves US summarization, they will be deScribed briefly

prior to the,presenation of the summaries for the purpose of providing

contextual and chronological continuity.

DATA NEEDS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Volume II: Project EDNEED Classification of Information

This volume, referred to as the EDNEED ClassificatiOn docurilent

throughout the project, served as the primary data gathering instrument

for the EDNEED study. The procedures followed and the soUrces utilized

in its development have been recounted previously.

The files in the EDNEED classification follow the hierarchical

organization of public education-. There are files pertaining to the

curriculum, the school, the local education agency and the state education

agency. The logical struCture of the file organization is depicted in

Figure 2. It is important to note that currieulum is the '!link-pin" in

that students, LEA staff and LEA property are linked through the school

to the currichlum in which the student is enrolled; the. staff assigned

to that curriculum; and the property allocated to that curriculum.

Since a student is enrolled in at least one curriculum, a curriculum

is located in a school, a school is attached to a local education

agency (LEA), and a local education agencY is situated in a state,

4 3
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it is possible to aggregate all information upward from the student to

the state level.

The files contained in the EDNEED Cl'eSsification are described
-

briefly below. .It is perhaps important to note at this point that the

file content and structure are addressed to public vocational education.

Thus, the files cover only those students, curriculum, staff, property,

and expenditures directly associated with public controlled vocational

education. The selection of expenditure accounting as opposed to

accrual accounting reflects the historical preference in education for

expenditure accounting.

File 1: Vocational Curriculum and Instructional Characteristics

Refers to characteristics descriptive of a specific vocational
education currLculum in a specit±c school (e.g., auto mechanics).
Characteristic, include the '.dentity of the curriculuM in terms bf

its location, program area Trades and InduStry or Home Economics),,

program level (e.g., elementl.rv, secondary, postsecondary, adult or

other); accrediting and appr.:-,a1 status; entrance and .comp.letion require-
ments; planned instructional outcomes; instructional, media and methods;

procedures for evaluating.outcomes; occupaticins trained for in the

curriculum; and post-school outcomes. Also included are characteristics
of buildings utilized by the currfculum;. staff allocated to the curricu-

lum; expenditbre information and curriculum advisory committee information.

File 2: Vocational Curriculum Expenditures by Activity

/0

.-Refers to the expenditures for a specific curriculum in terms of

the activities staff members perform in carrying out their assigned
responsibilities in a secondary, postsecondary, adult or special
vocational facility. Included are expenditures for classroom, laboratory,
and related technical instructional activities that support instruction,

such as administration, counseling and guidance, and curriculum develop-

ment. While not expenditures in the strictest sense, transfer payments
such as student stipends, employer reimbursements and payments' to other

LEAs are included for completeness. Debt service expenditures allocated

, to the curriculum are also included.

4 5
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File 3: Vocational Curriculum Expenditures by Local Assignments

Refers to the expenditures for a specific vocational curriculum

terms of the duty assignments performed by local vocational education

Otaff. Major assignment classifications include instruction, administra-

tion, instructional and pupil support services, and community support.

Expenditure information includes transfers and debt reduction.

File 4: Vocational Curriculum Expenditures by Object

Refers to the expenditures for a specific curriculum in terms of

such objects of expenditure as salaries, employee benefits, purchased

services, supplies and materials, equipment, land and buildings. Also

includes the expenditures for the debt service and transfer payments.

File 5: Vocational Student Characteristics

Refers to the characteristics of a specfic vocational educatiot.

student. Jnaracteristias include age, racial _and ethnic origins, cul-

tural background, socioe-:onumic background, ph7sica1 condition, curriculum

enrollment membership atzii attendance data, tes: information, future edu-

cation and career intent:ono and employment II:L.:tory while in school.

File 6: Characteristics _f Vocational Completer/Early Leaver

Refers to the characteristics of completers and/or early leavers

from vocational education curricula. Included are those who graduate

and those who wit6draw from school prior to completion,of the curriculum.

Includes characteristics regarding current status, e.g., employed, going

to school, military, etc. Employment information inclUdes'such items

as current employment status, earnings on past and current jobs, and

current employer's evaluation of job performance.

File 7: Local Education Agency Vocational Staff Characteristics

Refers to the characteristics descriptive of vocational education

staff. Includes personal characteristics such as age, sex, an&marital

status; level of education; credentials held; work experience; educa-

tional experience; position title; activities performed; curriculum

assignment; and such other job-related charac:eristics as salary,

fringe benefits, etc.

File 8: local Education Agency Vocational Property Characteristics

Refers to the characteristics of the property used in the conduct

and/or support of vocational education in a school or LEA. Includes

such factors as location of site; ownership of site; cost of site;

uses made for vocational purpOses; numbers of buildings on the site

and their instructional characteristics. Also included is information

concerning equipment, supplies and materials located on the site(s) and

their allocation to curricula.

46
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File : Local School Characteristics

Refers to the characteristics of a school conducting vocational

education. Characteristics include the type of school by grade --

(elementary,.high school, postsecondary).and by program offering (e.g.,

comPrehensive high school); students served by the school; the curricula

offered; school entrante requirements;
characteristics of vocational

staff assigned to the school; facilities of the school used for voca-

tional purposes; available school support services; School'expenditures;

community school relations; and curricula- information aggregatedover

vocational education curr-i.tula.

File 10: Local Educa-Aor. :Agency Characterist.lcs

Refers to the orrs-anizational haractenistics of the public agency

haNing administrativ,- ccntrol and direction tf vocational education.

Contains such charactp_n_stics as numbsr of sclools operated; organiza-

tional structure of vocztilnal'education voc_:tional curricula offerings;

total LEA staff and fac_Llities; total student enrollment in vocational

curricula; expenditures: community relations; and cooperative arrange-

ments with external ageocis.

Fil:! 11: Local Vocational Education SerVice Area Characteristics

Refers to the geographic area served by the LEA. in terms of target

Opulation characteristics,
the geographic coverage of vocational curricula,

the employment characteristics of the population, and opportunities for

employment. Also included are general economic characteristics, educa7

tional characteristics and other specialized information related to the

service area.

File 12: Vocational yharacteristics of State Education Agency

Refers to thatacteristics of the state agency having legal

t-,:,ponsibility for the administration of voCational education. Character-,

ibtics include the total expenditures by federal, state and lodal sources

for vocational education; methods used for allocating federal and state

funds for vocational education:to LEAs; total state enrollments,- expen-

ditures, completers/early leavers and Staff related to the statewide

vocational'education program. Includes also aggregate LEA data as

described in the LEA files.

File 13: State Education Agency Vocational Education Expenditures

by Activities

Refers to the state level expenditures in terms of activities

performed by tate vocational education personnel in carrying out their

specific job duties. Included are expenditures for general management

activities, planning and research activities, improvement and approval

of program activities, support services activities, agency operated

schools activities., institution and cOnsultation services activities,

and nonprogrammed charges and debt services.
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File il4: State Education Agency Vocational Education Expenditures

by_Assignment

Refers to the vocational educatcn eypenditures of a state educa

tion agency in terms of the duty assignments ..af the staff responsible

for the state vocational education effort. : ajor assignments include

instruction and instructional.-.support, pupi_ support, administration

support, and community support.

File 15: State Education Agency Vocational Education Expenditures

by Object (Service or Commodity)

Refers to and describes the expenditures by the-state agency by

object of erpenditure. Includes expenditures for such services and

commodities as SEA staff salaries and tenefirs; supplies and consumable

materials; equipment; land and buildings; purchased services such.as

printing and binding; transportation costs; and telephone charges.

Grants and subsidies to local education agencies and other educational '-

segments of the.state system are included for completeness.

File 16: State EduCation Agency Vocational Education

Staff-Characteristics

'Refers to the characteristics of a state level staff member

responsible for vocational education. Includes such biographical

characteristics as/sex, age, race, and physical condition. ,Also

' included are those characteristics that describe the professional

education; educational experience; work experience related to the

occupations offered.within vocational education; credentials; salaries;

employment status; Position assignment; activity alloric., and

nource of funds used tn support 7Jcational staff members.

File 17: State Education Agency Vocational Education

Property Characteristics

Refers to the property utilized by the SEA in the conduct and

service of statewide vocational education. Includes characteristics

of the property that describe the ownership of the property; its

location geographically; costs of sites;. acreage; condition of build

ings on sites;'areas within buildings; information on rooms (shops,

classrooms, laboratories), equipment and library books. Also included'

is information onthe allocation of state property by staff activities,

staff assignments, program level and program area.

File 18: General Characteristics of the State

Refers to characteristics generally descriptive ok the state as

a geopolitical entity. Included are population characteristics; vital

statistics (e.g., births and deaths); households information (e.g.,

numbers and sizes); employment characteristics (e.g.., opportunities,
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labor supply and demand); educat.nnal characteristics; economic .
characteristics of state governm at; local re%renue base for schools;
and information on the availabilit of training slots e:%-ternal to'

vocational education.

During the course of the -ratin and checking process and at the/

conferences, numerous valuable suggestio s wore received by the project

staff for modifying and improving the ED!1E1 Classification. None 'of the

suggestions ware incorporated into the Class fication during the course

of the project, however, in order to preserve he comparability of

the data across the three collection levels--nati\onal, state and local.

Suggestions and Tecommendations for changes in specific questions and

information elements resulting from the four EDNEED.conferences should

be incorporated into a revised version of the EDUTED Classification.

Unfortunately no provisions for accomplishing were made ic! zibr!

prolect, nor are funds :nlilable to produce a revised version.

The LDEFED Classification-in its present form. is a prototypical,
_

but comprehensive, classification by content of irrortant questions in

vocationabeducation. Objective variables in the form of information

elements are provided which can-be used to determine answers to thr,

questions. The document illustrates how needs assessment procedures can

be used to determine information needs for the management of vocational

education programs at national, state and local levels.

The FUEED Clasification .can provide-a basis, if used as a

'preliminary.source book for the development of vocational education

information needs assessment studies at state and local levels. Such .

potential 'Isers, however, are cautioned to consider the recommendations-

for changes and additions.reported in the summary of Volume IV.

4
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DATA NEEDS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Volume III: The EDNEED Lexicon

Early in the conceptu_ 'zation process associated with Project

EDNEED, it became apparent that the information elements to bp placed in

the EDNEED Classification document would need precise definitions. Tram

the very beginning of the project, staff members conducted a continuing

search for commonly accepted definitions of the information elements to

be included in the Classification as soon as they were identified.

Definitions that had been utilized over the years and were avail

able in a variety of publica: , were secured. The chief source for

such information was the series of handbooks of the National Center for

Educational Statistics (NCES). From the several handbooks currently in

use, and from handbooks currently in preparation by NCES, definitions

that could be appropriately used or adapted for use from the handbook

were incorporated into the EDNEED Lexicon. Another valuable source of

definitions was the American Vocational Association publication "Vocational

Technical Terminology" which described many of the specialized vocational

terms. This publication, published and regularly revised over the years,

proved to be of inestimable value as a resource. Also, the published

results of a special task force on "Definitions" of the National Associ
C

\ation of State Directors of Vocational Education provided materials

that had received national acceptance in defining vocational education.

These definitions largely pertained to terms used in the gathering of

data needed by the states and forwarded annually as a data requirement

of USOE.
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The original sources of the information elements were also helpful.

In addition to those mentioned previously, they included vocational educe-,

tion legislation, Common Core of Data (iCES), Trolect Baseline; federal,

state and local data collection forms and guides, reports of Congressional

hearings, census publications and professional associations. Information

elements included in the EDNEED Classification for which satisfactoty

definitions could not be located in planned or extant publications were

developed by project staff members.

By March, 1975 when the national conference was held, a nearly

complete rough-:draft version of the EDNEED Lexicon was available for

use by the conferees. Since that time, many hours of checking and

revision have been devoted to the lexicon, culminating in a document

containing a definition for every
information element in the EDNEED

Classification. The EDNEED Lexicon was thus designed for the exclusive

purpose of accompanying the Classification document. It provides uniform

definitions for vocational education terms found in the EDNEED Classifi-

cation for project purposes. The EDNEED Lexicon was not designed as

a solution in itself to the immense problem, emphasized by the participants

in all fourIEDNEED conferenCes, of a lack of standardized definitions of

terms used throughout voctional education. Ic may, however, be a start

toward the solution of that problem in that it is reflective of the rather

primitive state-of-the-art in uniform data definitions across the states

and territories.

For whatever uses may be found for the EDNEED Classification,

the accompanying EDNEED Lexicon will aid in the understanding of informa--

tion elements used in gathering and interpreting data for planning,

51
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organizing, implementing and evaluating vocational education prograMs.

Should a national vocational education information system be developed

hnned on the EDNEED needs assessment, the EDNEED Lexicon would help

to insure that data collected and aggregated across the various levels

would have consistency based upon uniform definitions. Thus data

aggregated to the national level, for example, would assist the federal

government and other national data users to make meaningful analyses

for purposes of comparison, coordination and cooperation across all

levels. The EDNEED process, including the Classification and

Lexicon could also be of great benefit to state and/or-local units

interested in developing information systems based on empirically

determined data needs. The Classification and Lexicon comprise a

comprehensive catalogue of well specified data, with which information

needs can be determined.

DATA NEEDS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Volume IV: Issues and Recommendations

RePorts of the Prqject EDNEED Conferences

Volume IV contains the complete reports of each of the four EDNEED

conferences on the determination of nationally essential educational data.

Listed in order of occurrence, they are: the national conference; held

at Annapolis, Maryland on March 16-18, 1975; the state directors' mini-

conference held at Research Triangle Park, North Carolina on August 28,

1975; the mini-conference for local employer representatives held in

Chicago, Illinois on the same day; and the local administrators conference, .

also held in Chicago, but on September 17, 1975.

5
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Conference purposes and procedures are given in Volume IV,

findings and recommendations are listed and agendas, discussion guides

and participant lists are included. Although each of the conference

reports has be n disseminated separately, they are brought together in

a single document in Volume IV.

In addition to the findings and recommendations reported below,

the conferences provide& empirical data tn agency information needs at

national, state and local level's, justified according to purpose of use.

Further, the conferences provided dialogues between-data users and data

produters both across and within levels. The meetings served as forums,

for the discuSsion of critical issues relating to the production; storage,

retrieval and use of vocational education data. Many organizations and

agencies developed interfaces which previously had experienced little

cOntacc. Some of these agencies, particularly at the national level,

have already begun to expand and strengthen their linkages with other

organizations through subsequent meetings.

Findings and Recommendations7National Conference

The output of the conference in terms of findings and suggestions'

made by the conferees is-reported in this section. Reports of each of

the work groups.were given in three general sessions, each dealing with

a different topic. As Stated previously, the first general session was

concerned with the adequacy of the EDNEEDClassification document, the

second with policy issues and problems associated with the development

of a national data system and the third with possible solutions to

thq problems identified in the second. The findings are reported in

that order.
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Adequacy of the Classification

1. The EDNEED Classification document was found to be more than

adequate to serve as a basis for the discussion and subsequent develop-

ment of a national vocational education data system. Its breadth and

depth of coverage should, however, be increased to:

a. I Jude more information elements (possibly a separate

file) relating to amounts and sources of revenue.
Information about tuition rates, local revenue structures

including property taxes, income taxes, sales taxes,
endowments, gifts, etc., is important to local institu-

tions in making decisions about program continuation and

support based on cost/benefit analysis.

b. Include more intormation, probably from sources outside

the education system, on manpower supply and demand.

More and stronger linkages among labor, industry and

education would be desirable.

Include more information about postsecondary education

in general and about the proprietary sector in particulat,

in order that the delivery system of skilled personnel to

the labor.market will more accurately reflect all efforts

.that are being made to provide a wide spectrum of train-

ing for all individuals. There is a need to be more

concerned with the total 'Iniverse of vocational educa-

tion and training, while at the same time making.exten-

sive efforts to maintain the integrity of all public and

private agencies that provide training.. The current

definition of vocational education in the EDNEED

Classification should be broadened.

d. Include additional outcome information, particularly with

regard to secondary education dropouts, completers and

early leavers based on one and five year placement and

follow-up studies.

2. An efficientyocational education data system ought to

incorporate "change" as'a Major characteristic, since employment and

underemployment are phenomena of rapid change in the economy. h real

danger in recording data concerning the economy is that the data are no

longer current by the time they have been aggregated and made available

for the purposes of d.ecision-making.
Further, arrangements must be made

for 'periodically, purging the system of data previously but not currently

needed.

5 4
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3. An important concern of the conference was the extent to
which the data in the EDNEED Classifitation document would be used,
by whom they would be used, and for what purposes they might be.used.
A corollary concern was expressed regarding data production. For
example, the EDNEED Classification does not indicate which data are
now being collected, nor by whom, nor at what level within organizations
or across organizations (i.e., national, state or local). In addition
to a call for more information about present and futul:e collection and
storage mechanisms and locations, specific questions were raised con-
cerning how often the data should be up-dated and whether or not a 100
percent sample is necessary each year.

4. Data users, particularly at the national level, were well
represented at the conference. Data producers, particularly at state
and local levels, were note It is important to distinguish between
users and producers at each level and more state and local.participation
is imperative.

5. A number of conferees were vehement in their recommendation
(also made earlier by the small group of selected users who'carefully
reviewed the EDNEED ':lassification document in.advance of the conference)
that the planned mail-out survey was not the way to secure such partici-
pation and could in fact be poliCically damaging to future project
efforts. Mini-conferences or one or more Annapolis-type conferences for
state and local representatives were offered as alternatives to the
survey.

6. There appears to be little coordination among existing data
systems, or among data producers and data users. For example, annual
data reports aru not coordinated with state plans. The EDNEED Classification
should reflect cognizance of "crosswalks" that are in place or would noe.1
to be put in place, such that data presently available in a variety of

'agencies could be interfaced with data ncheduled for collection in the
LDNEED Classification,

Policy Problems and Issues

7. Some method for delimiting the scope of a proposed national data
system is mandatory. The prioritizing of files, subfiles and data
elemenCs is vital to that end and must be continued through state and
local inputs.

8. Several of the conferees felt strongly that there are only
four major kinds of data .that need to be collected, and in the collection
of these four types, there is a natural tendency to order the kinds of
data tHat will be used. The four type§ include general purpose data,
data concerning demonstration and research, evaluation data, and data
concerning budgeting and expenditures.
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9. The kind or kinds of data needed on a continuing basis by
the committees of the Congress do-not differ greatly from data needed
by state and local authorities to evaluate local programs of vocational
education. However, while a general but accurate description would
suffice on the national level, such a description would have to be
derived from data aggregated from the locals. Effective planning is

based upon evaluation, and evaluation concerns the availabilit)flof
data for comparative purposes.

10. Attention must be directed to those who will subsequently use
the data, Cle extent to which the data will be used, and the relevance
of the data to the needs of administrators, planners, evaluators and
others. Directed attention and inquiry of this nature should disclose
the level of sophistication actually required in the data, and the
extent to which the sophistication has a bearing upon the uses of the
data for decision-making. The depth of sophistication and detail needed
in the data should be reflected in the subfiles within the EDNEED Classi-
fication.

11. One of the most signficant problems facing any national data
. system concerns the matter of definitions. Although a national system
constructed upon national definitions of such terms as vocational
education, postsecondary vocational.education, adult vocational educa-
tion and others, is -rgently needed now, many of these terms have various
definitions in different states. Within- the same state, the definitions

/ of major terms in the vocational firmament are often understood to mean
quite different things. The present confusion of definitive terms has
produced, and will continue to produce, confusion in data acquisitions,
and in its usefulness in decision-making. Because of the lack of con-
sistent definitions, it is virtually impossible to meaningfully aggregate
data for use on the national leVel.

12. The activity now needed most is that of bridging the gap
between national data needs and state data production capability. How-

ever, where local and state agencies receive and use federal vocational

dollars, there is 'a requirement that'data emanating from such agencies
be supplied to federal education agencies. Most vocational.educators
urgently need accurate and current data for planning and organization,
for evaluation, for budgeting and for\expenditures, and most of these
educators should will'ingly involve theMselves in a system of data
collection that would ultimately provide them with usable data available
for local decision-making.

13. Financial incentives and supportfunding on a continuing
basis should be considered by the federal goVernment and federal educa-

tional agencies if they are urgently concerned with the establishment

of an educational data system of. the magnitude Suggested by the present

EDNEED Classification. The financial incentives"and the supporting
funds should accompany the requests to the states for designing, install-

ing and operating permanent data systems on the loc 1 and/or state level.

5
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Further, personnel to operate such data systems would need to be trained
and continually updated in their work.

14. One of the major obstacles to the matter of installing a
national data system for vocational education might be offset by the
steps presently under way in the United States Office of Education
to bring together individuals from the 10 or 12 states that now have
educational data systems in operation. U. S. Office of Education
officials, loCal educators, Bureau of Labor Statistics representatives
and Manpower representatives drawn from the Department of Labor are
being presently identified as those who will confer shortly on matters
pertaining to policy and procedure in connection with data collection.
Such interagency cooperation and the dissemination of information about
present data systems is urgently needed.

15. A major concern of the conference was the cost of operating
a national data system on the erder of that suggeSted by the EDNEED
Classification. Since it was not known how much of the information
would be considered :::ecessary, not how much data was already being
collected, estimates varied from $40 million to less than $1 million.
Two steps are vital: (a) prioritize the data files and elements such
that the needed data can be determined and (b) establish how much of
the higher priority data is currently being collected by state and
local agencies._

16. The problem of the burden on states and locals to produce
data necessary for a national system was considered. The degree of
additional burden on producers cannot be realistically assessed until
the two steps recommended in the above paragraph have been taken.

17. In addition to cost effectiveness and data burden a number
of other questions were raised: Where will the data reside? Wlio will

control its use? Could a CETA prime sponsor or other regional basis
be usc,d for its collection? Could the (Lite he obtained through a
sampling process? Is a national vocational education data system feasible
apart from a general education data system? What Will be the implications
of the Buckley Amendment for such systems? Are special periodic studies
of a GAO nature sufficient?

Solutions to the Problems

18. There is an apparent need to reorganize the files along different
lines, or establish the reorganization around a different "theme.". While
it was understood that curriculum was the central theme in the 18 files
currently included in the EDNEED Classification, other organizational
themes were considered.. For example, both a classification which would
at one extreme be all inclusive for all agencies; or at the other extreme
would be only the collation of such data files as were common to all
agencies, were mentioned. The latter was preferred.
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19. It was clear that much of the information needed by federal,

state and local vocational planners and evaluators is already being

collected and used by a number of agencies at one level or another.

Thus, the task of assembling all of the data shown in the EDNEED

.Classification may not be as difficult as it presently may appear.
If an actual inventory of data available in the nation could be

assembled first, the determination of the difference between that

which is available and that which appears to be needed would be a task

that would be both feasible and within federal budgetary possibility.

20. Along with the prioritizing of data needs may also be the

need to define the uses of the data in terms of the level of administra

tors who would use the data, and the purposes for which they would use

the data. Some of these purposes might be planning and organization,

evaluation, facility utilization, etc.

21. A partial solution to the problem of securing data from many

stAirces and levels may be in the design of the data collection procedures.

Data collection procedures utilizing statistically sound sampling metho

dology may bedorth considering.

22. The curriculum theme or core for the EDNEED Classification

might be modified to emphasize the product of the vocatfonal education

processthe employability of the graduate or curriculum completer and

his impact upon the economy. While employability characteristics might

be difficult to develop, several agencies were identified as being of

help. Among them were the U. S. Civil Service, various agencies in the-

Department of Labor, and a number of private agencies representing

business and industrial groups.

23. Users of vocational education data ought to be made aware of

the fact that all of the evaluation data that may be needed by local

and state agencies are not necessarily shown in the data files of the

EDNEED Classification. The current EpNEED Classification is an excellent

indication of'the needs of individuals i.nd/or agencies for information.

Beyond that, however, the needs of administrators and the ':raining

required by adminiatrators on local, state and federal levels to become

skillful in data use for decisionmaking is a most important matter for

early action. Inservice gducation programs would be needed.

24. There needs to be a definitive study of data sources now in

place. When the data requirements in the EDNEED Classification have

been prioritized, they can be checked against existing sources for the

purpose of eliminating duplication of effort. Under no circumstances

should vocational educators seek to collect information that other

experts in other fields may already have available.

25. Much vocational education data have been collected on the

secondary level in the past. Future emphasis ought to be considered in

the areas.of postsecondary, adult, handicapped, and other categories

that have not received concentrated attention.
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26. Once the EDNEED Classification has been refined on the basis

of the Annapolis conference, data producing agencies should be contacted

with regard to each agency's willingness to modify its data collection

procedures to include some of the additional needed data. In essence,

this would further reduce the need to originate data collection by new

or other agencies.

27. There is a need to disseminate to the total professional field,

information relating to data systems in the nation. The dissemination--

of advisories, publicaton, and detailed information about data sources

should be on a continuing basis, in order that local, state and naLional

users of data be constantly aware of data availability for decision-

making purposes. Thus, planning and organization, evaluation, utiliza-
tion of training facilities, cost-benefit studies and other aspects of

vocational education could be influenced to produce positive changes in

the entire vocational delivery system.

23. Any national data system must depend upon individuals and

agencies at state and local levels for its information. Therefore, it

is imperative that there be state and local involvement in and input into

the EDNEED Classification. States and localis must be shotm how they will

benefit from such a system. In order to ensure that the national system
operate effectively, mandates in certain areas may have to be handed

down from federal to state to locals.

29. A strategy worth considering would be turning over to the

National Center for Educational Statistits (NCES), the completed EDNEED

Classification for incorporation in its total approach to the pr.epw-ation

of statistics for all education. Further, since data collection depends

upon definitions and their ready acceptance by those who must ultimAtelv

provide the data, it would be advisable to have the identified data

collection agency responsible for the production of the definitions.

30. As a further solution to the problem of adopting national

definitions within the vocational education enterprise, it was urged that

where definitions al.e at variance because of different ,pieces of legisla-

tion, for example, two major governmental agdncies should be responsible

for adjudication. The National Center for Educational Statistics shmlid
work closely with the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) to develop

definitions which would he consistent and which would\reduce redundricies

and errors in input data from the LEAs and the states.

31. The establishment of "crosswalks," or bridges between two

discrete data files or systems should await general agreement on clearly

identified data needs. Building or establishing the crosswalks" should

not be undertaken until such time as the, systems to be "crossed" have

been identified and a determination made as to which data are, in fact,

needed.

32. The following were recommendations for next steps toward the

development of a national vocational education data system:

5
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a. Stress state and local involvement in reacting to the
EDNEED Classification and in establishing priorities of
data needs, but_not through a mail-out survey. Alter-
natives suggested for securing such involvement were
conferences and/or mini-conferences.

b. Strengthen the EDNEED Classification in the areas noted
previously (impact data, postsecondary, etc.) through
meetings with appropriate groups.

Conduct a definitive study of data sources and capabilities
state and local levels, disseminate the findings and

Oetermine which data in the EDNEED Classification are of
high priority but not currently available.

Paally, any national data system should be designed to use
eve-v -;:i11-Ible data source. It should then prowote the production only
of such "i<iD which are both highly_needed and not currently produced.

Pin-lings and Recommendations--State Administrators' Conference

Adequacy of the Classification

1. State vocational.education 6ivisions are currently being
requested to supply more and more information to legislators and to legis-
latures. The urgent need for data is illustrated by the frequent tele-
phone calls from legislators for information to be provided them in their
task of considering vocational legislation for a state. To the extent that
information can be supplied, there is evidence that vocational education
will benefit. It would appear very wise to keep members of State Legis-
lative ComMittees on Education fully advised as to progress being made
in the adequacy and uses of a national information system for vocational
education.

2. Many more data elements are now being collected about voca-
tional education than are needed by the states. Some states have already
indtcated their unwillingness to collect additional data, unless it is
clearly established that the data have a utilization of a practical
nature, rather than data that are "nice to know." State directors of
vocational education are not unwilling to collect needed data, but the
constant pressure to collect data which have no apparent use in-the_
organization And administration of a state vocational education program
is extremely annoying, and will be resisted.

Some expression of opinion in connection with a national
information system for vocational eduation of the magnitude of EDNEED
revealed that there was a high level of doubt concerning its need and
utilization. It was pointed out by several of the state directors'
that they are extremely "leery" about recommending a system of information
collection that would assure the passing on up to national data users a
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lot of information that has no apparent value on the state or local

levels. If such a procedure of recommending a study such as EDNEED is

given widespread appropriate consideration, the statement was made that

many state directors would not approve the system since it would induce

national data users to insist that states then provide the data thel,

had earlier approved.

4. It was pointed out that in one state, the governor bad

-already taken the initiative by ordering 148 different information forms

to be discontinued. As a measure of increased efficiency and savings in

o7eration, the governor had directed that these forms be eliminated from

state government, since the information was not apparently vital in the

operation of the state. With such kind of state action, some daubt was

e;:pressed concerning a vocational education data information syltem of

the EDEED magnitude ever receiving state-by-state approval.

5. One of the state directors pointed out that we are at this

very moment trying to collect too much data on a continuous basis, ond

if the data that are indicated in the Classification are to be seriously

considered, it should be from tbe standpoint of vino is planning to use

the data and for what purposes. If legislators a_d: for large n!oounts

of data for the purposes of legislation, they ought to be prevailed upon

to provide the necessary funds to emplov the pers:.nnel and to t,dJ1 core

of costs in providing the data. As an example of this, one state director

observed that one-yar studies and five-year follow7up stedies for use by

state legislatures will result in considerable cost to a state division

of vocational education and that those state agencies requesting specil

information ought to be aware of the fact that tneir requests should be

accompanied by the necessary appropriations to conduct the studits.

6. In many states, the State Superintendents of Public Instruc-

tion (or the Commissioners of Education) in consultation with tb7.11-

respective state boards of education will make tho docisloiLs

data and its collection. Thejlrediction was mad L,. that ult:mately Ch
state will have one system of data collection, and that th::

elcation data items will have to beincluded in rhe overall collect-inn

of statewide data.. Such-a comprehensive system of data cOdection t.ttl

certainly come about, since-far too many separate agencies are toll:..:r-

ing data at the present time. Further, it was pointed out that if a

state system of education can get all of the data that it needs to r4.7ect

efficient operation in the state, that that Is the point where the f...;.o

will drat./ the line and will stop the collection of other data which 4
of the "nice to know" variety, hut not critically needed.

7. In general, the Classification was viewed by the state

directors as a document which is extremely detailed, and undoubtedly

has information categories and items which tould be of Value in tht

respective states. However, the ClassificaticT was commented upon as

a listing of information items that would have far greater appod to

national data users than to state, regional and local data users. It

61
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was expressed that the local users of data would undoubtedly see in

the Classification far more data items that would be uFed in state

and national situations than they (the local users) would ever have

any reason to utilize in local pianning or evaluation of vocational

education.

Policy Problems and Issues

8. In answer to questions relating to problems that'are foreseen

in connection with setting up a national data system, a number of the

directors pointed out that the very obvious problem which was at the

heart of such an operating system would be that of persuading regional

and local vocational .people to collect data. It was pointed out that

without common definitions, the data coming in would not be usable,

since many of the services included in vocational education are under-

stood and operated under different understandings. Further, it was

suggested that there isn't enough money from national, state or local

sources for vocational education to collect all the data that is needed.

Every effort will have to be made to be realistic, to identify clearly

the uses that will be made of the data that is.being collected or that

which is being recommended for collection, and to stay within the very

limited budgets on whatever level of data collection the operation takes

place.

9. Problems are already developing in data collection on maw/

fronts. These problems have little to do with the willingness of

individuals to collect the data, but rather because the data collection

activity is an immediate conflect with national legislation recently

enacted which provides that the confidentiality of data shall not be

violated. Whatever data are being collected at the present time, it

was observed that questions will be raised about the nature of the data,

and in the future all information suggested for collection will be care-

fully examined in the light of the legislation.

10. There will be great problems in convincing local people that

the state vocational data system is usable, viable, valuable. Local

administrators of vocational education and all others who will have the

task of assembling data at the local level for transmission to the state

authorities will question the data items and the utilization-of the data

items, since the collection process is an expeusive and time-consuming

function. It was strongly recommended that wherever possible data

collection requests be kept to a minimum in number and magnitude, since

serious problems have already been generated by far fewer requests for

information. The,requests for anything resembling what is in the EDNEED

Classification would cause consternation at the local vocational education

level.

11. Many states are now looking at Comprehensive state educational

data systems,.in the hope that such systems will reduce some.of the costs,

and will provide the basis for the inclusion 'of vocational eddcation data

in the overall state system. However, the comprehensive education data

systems where started have already generated some significant problems,

6 2
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and will take much "working out" over the next few years. It was

pointed out that in six years of developing a comprehensive system for

one state, the problems had only been slightly ameliorated. It was

observed that the addition of anything of the magnitude of the EDNEED

Classification would further exacerbate the problem and cause much

confusion.

12. One of the problems that will be clearly evident when matters

of data collection are carefully considered by the several states is that

all too frequently data that are supplied by the states to national users

are subsequently used against the states. This practice will continue to

generate a relu2tance on the part of state directors in supplying infor

mation which when compared with information supplied by other states, and

treated statistically, will become a matter that is detrimental to the

respective states. State directors of vocational education don't like

this procedure and will take steps to prevent it wherever possible.

Solutions to the Problem

13. It was suggested that before the study proceeds much further

the Western Interstate Commission on Higher EduCation (WICHE) should be

involved in discussions concerning the classification of Vocational

education information. WICHE has in the past addressed itself to

higher education primarily, but is now moving into the.twoyear post

secondary vocational and technical education programs. At the same

time there is a need to involve the National Center for Higher Educa

tion Management Systems (NCHEMS) which is getting increasingly involved

in vocational education. Both WICHE and NCHEMS have valuable inputs

to a national data system for vocational education, and certainly from

the standpoint of compatibility of data systems, the matter is deserving

of immediate investigation.

14. One of the groups that needs to be critically involved in

data system considerations would be the education committee members of

the 50 state legislatures. Each of these committees in the several

states is a frequent user of data and continues to make more and more

extensive requests for data from state vocational education departments.

The urgency in meeting with a representative group of education committee

legislators is clearly evident, and steps should be taken early in the

EDNEED Project tO secure advice from this source. In one state, efforts

are already underway to work with five legislators, members of the educa

tion committee of the state legislature, in an effort to determine exactly

which kinds Of data and in which form the data would be of most value to

the education committee.

' 15. Several of the state directors pointed out that the obvious

differences in data utilization on the national, state and local levels

would appear to indicate that steps will have to be taken shortly to

bring representatives of all three levels into a common meeting for the

purpose of identifying the minimum data needs that would satisfy all

education administrators at the three discrete levels.

6 3
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16. Every effort should be made ear17; in this age of data
--oallection technology to effect a jointure of data collecting "empires"

and agencies. The multitude of data collecting agencies and the multi-
tude of data files make the foregoing suggestion one of great impor-
tance and one not to be ignored in connection with the EDNEED Project.

One of the considerations that should be given intensive discussion
concerns the procedure under which EDNEED data would be collected. It

was strongly Urged that there ought not to be another complete new

system of data collection established for vocational education. Rather,

vocational education information should be collected as part of a compre-

-Thensive national system. Further, it was urged that all be cognizant
that such data as are collected on the national level will be far greater
in number of items than will conceivably be needed on either the state
or local levels.

17. Great interest was shown in connection with the Lexicon that
is presently under preparation by the EDNEED staff. The recommendation

was made that the Lexicon would make a great contribution to the field

of vocational education, certainly as a starting document, and possibly
as part of the continuj.ng effort to make available to all directors of

vocational education common definitions for reporting data. Speed in

the perfection of the Lexicon was recommended, with copies to bc provided

to all who collect vocational education information. It was recognized

that data without common definitions of terms can only result in the

perpetuation of the procedures which currently result in national data
which is available to the states and is often meaningless.

18. Following the discussion of the recent Center publication
entitled, "Questions in Vocational Education: What Everyone Wants to
Know and is Not Afraid to Ask," the state directors felt strongly that

the document should be used to follow-up with representatives of the

Congress and with the respective state legislators to determine the

actual data that is needed on the national and state levels. It was

urged that ste s be taken immediately, particularly at the national

level, to follow on the suggestion and to determine exactly the kinds

of questions that need answers for the nurposes of the Congress, and

to then correlate the questions with the EDNEED Classification.
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Findings and Recommendations--Local Employers' Conference

The meeting began with the presentation of a brief overview of
Project EDNEED by the project director, followed by the discussion of
the objectives of the mini-conference and the relatively unstructured
procedures to be utilized.

Opening participant comments centered on the EDNEED Classification
document which they had rated, and checked prior to coming to Chicago.
More specifically, the participants felt it was too long and that the
questions contained in it had little relevance for people in industry.
The phraseology employed was often "foreign" to the industry representa-
tives. It was pointed out that the document was reflective of an, historic
communications gap between the users of the educational system and the
system itself. The document was also reflective of the difference in
approach utilized by education and industry, the methods of the latter
being far more direct.

The participants realized, however, that although meetings between
education and industry had not and probably would not solve all the prob-
lems between the two, such meetings were a necessary and often neglected
first step. The participants also realized that the inapplicability of
the EDNEED Classification to the information needs of industry was the
prime reason for the mini-conference, along with the identification of
those elements of data of most interest to industry in its role as a
user of the products of the educational system. Nevertheless, there was
understandable reluctance to discuss specific changes in the EDNEED
Classification document until some of the larger issues of which the
document was symptomatic were aired. Thus, the entire first session
revolved around the general communications gap between education and
industry and encompassed the following issues:

1. The objectives of the educational system, if not irrelevant
to, are at least different from the objectives of industry,

In meetings with educators, industrial trainers have often
experienced a tendency on the part of educators to be preoccupied
with rigid semester time frames, curriculum requirements, and develop-
ment of processes over time as opposed to concern for outcomes,
Industry tends to look at potential employees in terms of their capa-
bilities on the shop floor, rather than in terms of credentials specify-
ing the number of hours they may have spent in a training situation.
While exemplary "cells of cooperation" at the local level can be
identified between industry and public vocational education, there
appears to be in general, "no jellybeans to educators for meeting
industry's objectives." In short, the requirements of the school
often have little to do with the requirements of the factory.

6 5
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2. Both education and industry have difficulties in keeping

up with rapid technological advances, but such adva:Ices

pose unique problems to educators

Several pafticipants noted chat they had observed obsolete equip-

ment being used in some instructional circumstances, as well as inappro-

priate and outdated teaching techniques. Newer concepts such as androgogy

and performance-based education have apparently not been incorporated

into a majority of classrooms and shops. Concomitantly, the industrial

representatives were critical of their own role, acknowledging that

industry has not done all that it could have in terms of disseminating

information to educators about new techniques, nor in helping to provide

the means for vocational educators to become updatecL These observa-

tions served as the basis for recommendations (presented later in this

report) to the effect that a national vocational education data system

should be constructed in such a way that information on currency of

equipment and techniques and the degree of diffusion and use of new

techniques could be determined.

Although a lack of receptiveness of educators to change was seen

as a problem, several examples of successful industry/education coopera-

tion were cited. One involved a situation in which a top-notch industrial

instructor was supplied to a university manufacturing and technology school

at the university's request ancI at the expense of the company. Thus,.for

one year,education was provided with a "real world" instructor at industry

expense. It was suggested that any national vocational education data

system should include information on industries willing to cooperate in

this way with schools,

Reference was also made to traditional education/business-industry

exchange programs which have met with mixed results. There have been

instances, for example, where instructors were brought into industry

from educational settings and put to work in research areas rather than

in manufacturing areas and/or may have been placed in fields other than

those related to their teaching special.ty. Despite these problems and

some natural resistance on the-parts of both education and industry,

it was the consensus of the mini-conference that any attempt at communica-

tion between the two groups will more than likely be advantageous to both.

3. Forces which precipitate change in society affect public

education and industry diffezently. Many of these forces

appear co be moving industry and the schools tarther apart.

Examples were provided in two areas, one relating to changes in

the schools and the other to changes in government policies. Widespread

"social promotion" through grade 12 has solved a number of problems for

the schools and for individuals and their families. Thus it may be

possible for students to move through school without being required to

demonstrate a great deal of capability, spmething which does not often

haPpen.in industry, even in those where seniority is the prime considera-

tion in promotion Individuals in industry are usually not advanced

6 6
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unless there is strong reason to believe they can do the job. A study

was referenced in which 180 high school and two-year college graduate

apprentices were found to have a mean reading level of grade 8. There

was a feeling among the employer representatives "that we don't know

vhat high school graduation means, anymore."

Government policy .changes in the form of legislation, judicial

action and/or administrative directive not only affect industry and the

schools differently, but also have implications for data collection.

Two examples related to civil rights legislation were cited. The first

concerned a ruling by one part of the Justi:ze Department that racial

data should be collecte ensure fair ttr,-_atment of minority groups

while at the same time :,_y--her branch rulet that to collect such data

would be a violation of Civil Rights In the second example,

it was recognized that while such legislation and resulting social

change have created one set of problems for the schools (busing, dis-

cipline, etc.), they ha7e created an entirely different set of problems

for industry. New pressures which industry feels include those which

require the provision of information such as precise job requirements

and specific criteria for personnel selection.in employment, training

and promotion. Often industry is asked to implement new provisions
immediately, while curriculum changes in the schools, for example, tend

to be more gradual.

4. Vocational education ptograms (as do any training programs
which take place primarily "off the job") have inherent
difficulties in providing training specifically, related
to a given job situaton.

It was recognized that cooperative programs, work experience pro-

grams, work/study programs and certain related special arrangements which

involve between 1/2 and 1 million students are one way around this prob-

lem. Nevertheless, many vocational graduates find their way into

industry who seem never to have been exposed to the flavor of a production

shop, for example, nor to the time/quality constraints associated there-

with. To provide such experience would be very expensive since a con-

siderable quantity of valuable materials would have to be processed by

each student before production speed and quiity could be attained. It

was noted that industry iS often willing to provide such materials as,

well as machinery and/or space. Some public vocational education
administratOrs and instructional.personnel get far more than their share

of such assistance from their local industries because they have

developed profitable relationships with industry representatives,and are

aggressive about seeking such aid.. Unfortuhately, this is not alWays the

case. Conversely, industrial representatives have often shown reticence

in making the first contact with school personnel. The suggestion was

made that both groups could do more in this area.

6 7
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5, There is a paucity of "hard" data available national y on

both the costs and the benefits of vocational educatton.

The National Advisory Council on Vocational Education has estimated

that the nation as a whole spends $3 billion annually on vocatio al educa-

tion, 8A% of which are state and local monies. Construction and equipment

expenditures have exceeded 1°6 billion since 1971. Some 13 1/2 milliOn

students are:currently being served° One of the participants recalled,a

study done by the University of Michigan which reported that private

-____industry_expends.between 35 and 36 billion dollars per year on education

and training in the United States and Canada° Some ot this money is

utilized to send people to established institutions in the public sectr,

but the greater share is spent on internal training programs'in business

and industry. No estimate was immediately available on the number of

persons served.

This discussiea of data and costs marked the end of the general

discussion and prompted the group'to turn their attention specffically

to those areas in the EDNEED Classification where the industry represen-

tatives might have suggestions for its improvement° Most of the second

and virtually alZ of the third mini-conference sessions were devoted to

a nage-by-ag consideration of the EDNEED Classification document in

t7-.7ms ar!equacy as a ve.;.1f- for meeting the vocational education,

data f industry° Scores of practical and useful suggestions

regarding additions', deletions and changes in specific questions and

information elements were recorded by the project staff and will.not be

recounted'here. An attempt will be made, however, in the remainder of

the report to capture the essence of these suggestions through a presenta-

tion of the general categories into which they could be classified with

examples provided for clarity where necessary.

1. The EDNEED Classification document and any information system

which might-be based on it would be fa/ more effective as.a device for

the justification of expenditures than as a mechanism for providing data-

useful for program planning and evaluation.

2 The Classification was characterized as being a 'cold,"

"mechanistic," accounting:type administrative tool with an historical

rather than futuristic orientation° Although the document is far more

process than product-oriented, it approaches process in a quantitative'

rather than a qualitative manner, One particiPant noted that two

school systems could be identical in numbers of staff, types of staff,

credentials of staff, monies expended, facilities, equipment, etc. and

still be widely different in,the quality of students turned out. It

would be difficult to discriMinate betweer the two in terms of effective-

ness of instruction on the basis of the items in the Classification.

6 3
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The document could be improved by supplementing the present
approach with.some questions and information elements which would be
concerned with the quality of the relationships'among students,
faculty and those persOns in the community who serve and are served
by the school. More specifically: How do these three groups collabo-
rate? What methods de they Use to solve problems? Make decisions?
Resolve conflicts? How do they ensure that solved problems stay
solved? What cor,cepts are employed to integrate the needs of temporary )

groups of students and the more permanent faculty\and administration?

3. Questions relating to professional development for local
staff (i.e., the extent to which teachers kept pace\with new techno-
logical and industrial developments) were of great interest to the
group and received a disproportionate share of comme\nts. Examples for

additions have included: How active is the school in soliciting business
And industry toward developing more Professional exchange programs? Is

there a program-for teacher updating and upgrading of skills through
direct participation in industry? If so, how often do teachers go back
to industry? What. do they do ,there? What degree of) industrial proficiency
did they attain?

More data on staft career development in LEAls and SEAs need
to be obtained as Away to help determine organizational efficiency. An

, /organization can improve its productivity througn iencouragement of staff
Professional development and through feedback and/suggestions from
employees to management.

Information about staff career developmexjt should include data on
staff interpersonal skills, e.g., How well does he/she analyze problems,
identify key issues-, propose/evaluate alternat ve solutions? Communicate)

listen, persuade? Set goals, identify priorities, develop plans for

action? Make decisions? Handle conflicts? beal and interact with
subordinates, peers and superiors? Use time/

4. Modification of the'Classificati n to emphasize "learning
hours" rather than contact hours, performarice or terminal objectives

(TERMOBS) rather than credits 'and.credentials,and validated skill tests
and instructor observations rather than triaditional school tests is

necessary. Only a student's reading level and possibly his mathematical
competence were of interest to the group. "We want to know what he can

do, not what he knows."

5. The Classification should be altered to include.information
about learner-controlled instrUction and student participation in

curridula planning. ''To what extent is the school student-centered?"
In short, more emphasis on androgogy, less on pedagogy.

6. Provision should be made for the collection of information
about the task structure of jobs so that such information can be Used as

a base for curricula development. "The curricula should be based on
industry standards, not on what people think."

6i)
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7. More information should be collected on the role, function
and effectiveness of craft committees and local and state advisory
councils. The group felt that such groups could be and Were in many
cases extremely effective, but that in other"cases much improvement
could be realized.

8. The Classification should include questions and info.cmation
elements concerning the degree to which school curricula relate to local
and regional manpower needs. Questions should also be devised to
determine the impact of local advisory councils on the schools.

9. The lack of universal agreement on definitions of terms in
vocational education is a problem which will have to be solved before
a national information system can become a reality.

10. Improved techniques for ensuring that vocational educators
maintain regular and profitable contacts with industry and with new
industrial manufacturing and processing methods must be found. The
EDNEED Classification provides for the collection of data about the
frequency of such contacts, but not on their quality.

As the participants worked their-way through the EDNEED Classifi
cation, their feelings toward the document and toward the entire EDNEED
undertaking became increasingly more positive. It should be noted that
many of the recommendations made in the latter part of this section are
closely related to the more general issues and concerns discussed earlier.
Comments made by the participants were.candid, but were made in the spirit
of genuine interest in and concern for the improvement .of vocational
education/industry communications and subsequently of vocational education
itself.



Findings and Recommendations--Local Adminstrators'Conference

Adequacy of the EDN1'..ZD Data Classification Document--
&?condary Group

1. The Classification is extremely comprehensive and global in

nature. Before it can have any practical utilizatIon by local admini-'
strators of vocational education, condensation or' weeding out of many
of the data items, and possibly some of the data/files must occur.

_ _ wFurther, it as noted that the design of the Classification made it_
possible for ratings of data items to change with the requirements and

/

uses for the data, For example, in one case:data might be used for
compliance while in another inatance by the

/
same local adMinistrator,

the same data could be used for public information or reporting on the
operation of a unit.
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2. Of all 18 files in the Classification, files 12 - 18 a_re-ned
less than any of the others at the local level. For_tbe-mest-part, these_
files consist of data of usefulness to state ed=bat'ation agenciea and are

.
_

needed little (if at all) on the local level. However, manY-of the data

must be obtained and supplied to state officials, in order that the locals

may be as helpful as possible to the agencies that are in position to be

helpful to them. It was recognized further,that state agencies have .

continuing requirements to provide legislators with answers to questions
constantly being directed to those agencies; thus, reliable data must be .
supplied to the state by the local administrators if any kind-of coordina-
tion and unified state operation is to result.

3. The ratings required in the Classification are confuSing. The

separations between the numerical checking indicators are arbitrary. A'

local administrator is active in all of !the use categories from "planning

an'd organization" to "public informationq\at- the same tiMe, and doeS not

bften need and use data for only One purpOse. Henee, it'was pointed out

that any individual who.rated the Classification at a particular time

might supply quite different ratings a week later,if something elSe came:

to mind or if his attitude with regard to one part bf his many administra-
tive responsibilities appeared to have gained dominance.

4. Many data indicated in the first 12 files are in fact collected
by some.states at the present time. These data included in a state MIS

can be of value to the state, and should certainly be made available for

use by local administrators, There should be no problem in obtaining
data where they are being collected. The problem that may be anticipated in

the future is the organization of a national vocational education data

system that would be compatible with the many different state systems

that are already in operation.
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5. The data Classification is a giant step in establishing a

national system of vocational education data collection, with emphasis

on uniformity of data and format. Such a system is,critically needed in

the nation, if the aggregation of the data is to be meaningful, and if

one state is td have any relationship or basis for comparison- with another

state. Hopefully, the data system (when and if it is established) will

provide opportunities for the local administlators to retrieve data

quickly for local use.

6. With so much data indicated in the Classification document,

steps should be taken early to establish the priority users of data, and

then to move on trom-thae- point to-the-cons idera of-wh-h---ofthe data

should be collected first and for which urgent purposes. This is a most

important matter, and would possibly be a partial solution in moving from

the vast collection of 18 data files and thousands of 'data items to some-

thing of a more manageable nature. Such a procedure would enable local

administrators to note the priorities that have been established in terms

of users of data, and to identify data which are readily retrievable and

usable locally.

7. One of the major problems that was encountered in checking and

rating the data items in the Classification document concerned the question

of "Is this a matter of what is in vocational education, or i it a matter

of what should be?" For example, in the data file which deala with curricu-

lum choices, it is not clear whether a particular curriculum is heeded.

8, A question that was of considerable concern to a number of the

local administrators was that of the practical usability of the data.

For example, the data item that deals with placement of graduates and early

leavers was indicated as an issue that is not clearly defined. In some

states, andeven in some school districts, unless 51 percent of the com-

pleters of a curriculum are actually placed in jobs or in job-related

activities to the curriculum completed, the curriculum must be terminated.

A situation such as this might color the responses given in-a nationally

_established vocational education data system, since the reporting of less

than 51 percent placement of completers would xequire that the 'curriculum

be terminated. The matter of decision-making based upon data alone might

be unrealistic, the local administrators pointed out.
.

9, In File 1, there is room for additional data items, particularly

those that deal with individuals who have expressed an interest and/or who

wish to enroll in particular curricula, or in'a particular series of

courses. This is an importan/t element in the planning and organization

of vocational programs, since students' interests are of prime importance,

even while planners consider manpower data as the basis in the region for

skilled personnel,

-10. There appears to be an urgent need in the Classification to

provide data items for indicating whether curricula are short-term or

long7term, and to what extent there is continuity and articulation between

segments of short-term couraes/curricula.
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II. One of the major questions raised by the local administrtors
concerned the extent to which student interests and manpower demands'owithin
the school service area are coordinated or even related. The point was
made that recognition of the influences which bear upon the "sociologY
of choice" are difficult to measure, and are.certainly a difficult baSe

upon which to collect and aggregate data, 'However, local administrators
pointed out that the enrollMents by student interest in vocational curric-

ula often reflect manpower demands in the region. They suggested that One

is a function of the other.

12, It would be of real advantage to vocational educators if all
o f the n onvoc-a-t ion al-a s ct s-o f--Fi 1-e-- -1-we-re _p_unged . .Uhild it _w_as_..reco gni zed

that.quality vocational education programs prepare individuals for.partici-
patory citizenship and with necessary social competencies, therL was a feel-
ing that vocational people might be out of their field in beginning to

assess these variables.

13. Some of the data items indicated in the Classification would
.disclose information that should not be made available for purposes of
public information, regardless of the manner in which the Classification
was checked and rated prior to the conference. Many of the data, when

not accompanied by back-up rationale and explanation,could unjustif.iably be
critical of the administration of a local program,

14. Some very early efforts' should be made in defining defensible
standards for outcomes in skills and knowledges acquired by individuals
leaving or graduating from vocational education programs. It was pointed

out that the data Classification deals almost entirely with inputs rather

than outcoMes and impacts. There is need for Et sorting aild sifting of
data items in the process, which should result in a design to assure that
the programs, Curricula and courses reflect acquired competencies of
.the completers and the graduates.

15, The local administrators were impressed:with the breadth of
Che Classifieation and"particularly with its vocational education compre-

hensiveness. However, it was agreed by all of the confe.,:ees that all of

the data would not be needed at all times,' It was pointed out that some

of the data would be needed only once for problems of planning and organi-

zation, while other itemg of data would be used regularly throughout the

year for purposes of evaluation or even public information. The question

was raised about how the data files and items would e shown in any final
classification such that it would be clearly indicat d thatsome data
would be collecteti regularly while other data would le collected sporadi-
cally, only once, or periodically.

16, Uniformity of data definition is essential to meaningfulness,

aggregation.and.understanding, it, is dangerous to produce data that are
not uniform by virtue of a lack of definition for the data items, and
to then aggregate the data and use it broadly in the community, the state

or the nation: Several of the local administrators pointed out that they
would strongly oppoSe any procedure for the Collection of data unless
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clear definitions were provided for the purpose of collecting data. By

way of illustration, it was pointed out that most states at the present

time have an MIS, and that definitions used for the purpose of data

collection in the respective states tend to vary, Hence, it is quite

unlikely that data from the Management Information SystemS.in the states

could he-collated and used as the basis for a national vocational educa-

tion_information system, Cc:infusion of definitionslnas resulted in no

end of misunderstandings,-and any proposed data system that will contri-

bute to the perpetuation of the confusion should be opposed. Anything

less than this would present a real danger to the programs of vocational

education in the nation.

17 File 11 de,.11 with the geographic areas served by vocational

education, and questions were raised concerning the validity of the. --diara

items contained in File 11, It was stated that many of the data items

are typical of those found in the usual publications of the Department

of Labor and the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Used in the form that they

are now, and with the implied understandings which they provide, the data

when aggregated would be useless. Local administrators see little use

ffor the broad BLS-published projections, and observed that many of the

data questions raised in the Classification, particularly in File 11,

were of a similar and useless type,

18 One of the local administrators pointed but that the state

of Ohio through its Division of Vocational Education has developed a

system of manpower data hy school districts, available to any school

district upon application to the Division of Vocational Education, This

da/ta system, supervised by Dr, Robert Balthaser of the Division of Voce-

tiOnal Education, provides many data similar to those which might be pro-

/vided hy a data system based on the EDNEED Classification.

19, There are a great many confusing data items. in File 00 There

need for much more information on early leavers, completers, graduates,

and even "late leavers," There is an urgency that .these be kept separate,

since in each case a different kind of end product is indicated. For

example, the late leaver would indicate an individual who was slower in

acquiring skills and technical knowledge in the school situation, and

this kind of data wOuld reveal to an employer or a user of the data that

the competencies held hy'th:.s individual were at some variance with

competencies held by others who had completed the organized curriculum

in less time, or within the usual stipulated length of time,

20. Files 12 through 18 contain a great deal of data relating to

the state and its business in the field of vocational education. Care

should be taken now to set the priorities on the uses that would be made

of such data on a national level, on a state level and possibly on a

reginnal level, The local administrators 1. -,t:ed out that the data

aggregated in Files 12 through 18 would mor..1 than likely.never be used

on the local level, As indicated earlier in the morning session, several

of the local administrators explained that the state director of voca-

tional education becomes facilltator between national users of data
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and local providers of data. When the state director asks for specific

items of local information which will subsequently be aggregated and

used on the national level, his position as the state director needs

to be understood and supported.

21. In several of the filesthera is evident or apparent dupli-

cation of data items, and soMe of these have been so indicated in the

marked coptes of the Classification that were checked and rated. For

example, early leavers in a school system are mentioned in several files,

particularly those .which deal with curriculum, school information and

local education agencies (LEAs). To a few of the !onferees, there

appeared to be a need to examine possible duplications, to rule out the

passIbiJ_IIN'..thaL_dupljcat_ion could be interpreted as cross-checking, and

to reduce the volume of the overall document,

22, -As an overall opinion, most of the local administrators felt

that far too much information would be collected, should such a Classifi-

cation be accepted as the basis for the core of information needed. Even

on the basis of a national core-of information, questions were raised

with regard to the need for such information as that concerning marital

matters, that relating to\health, last physical examination, etc. Here

was a place where space could be saved, and the volume of the Classification

reduced,

23, Several of the conferees indicated that the EDNEED project is

much too ambitious a project., until such time as other tasks have first

been completed. Notwithstanding .the value and uses which appropriete

vocational education data would serve for national, regional, state and

local administratorS, the urgent need for a Lexicon (or .dictionary of

terms) and the establishmeLt of standards of utilization of these terms

should precede anything else Olanned. While it was recognized that "a

giant'step forwaLd" had been taken in the initial development of the

Lexicon (which was on exhibit at the conference) several of-the local

administrators of vocational education urged that the Lexicon be further

developed and made available widely, The urgency for this particular

instrument as a facet of data collection was reiterated by all in atten-

dance at the morning session, whEn they reported that unless something

of the Lexicon variety c4as availa-)le at the .same that the EDNEED

Classification was adopted for a national system, nothing but confusion

'would be the result.

Adquacy of the EDNEED Data Classification Document--

Postsecondary Group

1. It was generally ap-reed that the Classification doct7ment

overall was/more adequate as a base for gathering data on Secondary

education than as a base for meeting the-data needs of technical insti-

tutes, community colleges, proprietary schoolS, CETA programs, etc.

There is a strong secondary bias, particularly in terminology, definitions

and structural orientation- For example, the definitions or postsecondary
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and adult are dated and do not adequately cover all of the types of
students now served by postsecondary education, particularly those
who may never have been to high school or who are interested only in
updating or upgrading skills,

2. Many of the data.,suggested for collection on students were
found to'be,irrelevant for postsecondary and particularly for adult

students, For example, birthplace, socioeconomic data about parents,
etc may not need to be asked. Other questions not included, however,
may need to be- asked, and some that are included may need to be asked

differently out of respect to the age differences of the students.
Specific examples for changes in the Classification were given by the
group,

3, There was a general concern over the lack of standard defini-
tions of terms throughout all of vocational and occupational education.

Some conferees seriously doubted if the state-of-the-art in vocational

education information systems can advance much further until the problem

of non-standard definitions is solved. The Classification document not

only reflected this concern, but also pointed-up another: there may need

to be different definitions of the same data elements, depending upon

the collection or aggregation 1evel-

4, Many of the terms in the Classification were somewhat foreign

to postsecondary educators. "Pupils," used occasionally rather than
students, was found to be particularly objectionable, for instance.
Other terms familiar to postsecondary educators, representing items of
information of usefulness to them, were not included; for example, ARC,
impacted areas, Title 5, etc. More questions and information elemen_s
relevant to CETA programs would also have been helpful,

5, There s concern that the EDNEED Classification is account-

ing oriented rather than people oriented. It tends ,to be more reflective

of the preoccupation with inputs and "nose &minting" that has perhaps
characterized voCational education in the past than of the "open door
policy," androgogy and other more up-to-date notions associated with
postsecondary education today.

6. Much time wasdevoted tO very specific changes in the wording
of various items in the Classification as the postsecondary group moved

through the document, These sLggestions Were recorded, but will not

be reco..inted here. Some of the more general recommendations for change's-

in the structure of the Classification were:

a, Organize the files or index them in such a way that
information concerning postsecondary and adult education
can be readily identified or "pulled out,"

b, Consider consolidating Files 2, 3 and 4,
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c. Consider separating rather than grouping the use

categories so that a rater could check all the

planning questions, then all the operations questions,

etc.

7. Those files of most interest to postsecondary, adult and

proprietary sChool educators were 1 through 8, and 11. It was mentioned

that some of the items in Files 9 and 10 were also .of interest, however.

Problems and Solutions--
Full Conference

1. With additiona-Er
administrator 'of vocational education, the necessary funds to provide

staff and data collection equipment and facilities should also be pro-

vided, -It should be expected that if.the bulk of the data are to be

used on a national level; the source of support should come_from a

national agency, There was some discussion by other members of the group.

that a smoothly and efficiently operated system of vocational education

data collection might,in the future, actually save time and money in

the 'states.

2. At the present time there is no meaningful way for vocational

education data currently being collected to be returned 'Co the local.

user for his use in planning and organization, evaluation, public infor-

mation or anything else, Hence, the local.administrator must maintain

his own files and s,ystem of data collection, in order that he may meet

his local problems at a time when the use of the data is most needed.

It was stated that in some cases when data are finally returne&from the

collection systems now in operation, they are often eighteen months

out of phase with reality, and are of little if any use to the 'local

administrator,

3. One of the major problems that should be anticipated in the'

future is the manner in'which data are to be categorized, It was suggested

that data should be separated by purpose. Then, those data needed for.plan-

ning and organization would be quite different from those needed for_public

information, e,yaluation or other purposes, For example, program character-

istics need not be obtained every year; hence this.type of information

for public information purposes should be categorized separately from

other kinds of informatioa. Also, as an example, it was pointed out

that in inauguratLng an automobile mechanics pro3ram; certain data would

need to be available for that purpose as an initial matter, but they would

not be.needed for succeeding years.
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4: Vocational educators should no longer measure fitness for

employment of graduates, completers, late leavers and early leavers

in terms of courses taken and hours spent in classrooms, laboratories

and .shops, Rather, individuals should be measured in terms of their

acquired and demonstrable competencies in order that a position can

-be taken when the returns.,of placing persons in employment are scaled

off against the costs of instruction, Further, employers, taxpayers

and other concerned individuals could be assured of receiving far more

usable information concerning the outcomes of the vocational education

program than is presently available,

5. Definitions represent the most important problem to be

faced'by the EDNEED project, It was pointed out that South Carolina has

initiated COPE (Community and Occupational Programs, of Education). With

a national-system-oaf-vocation-al aducatIon da-taT-it-Lshould-be possible

to interface activities such.as COPE with the national system and to

make certain that the definitions contained in each system are compatible.

6, "It doesn't seem as though it is going to be possible ever

to get to the point of standardization of definitions, especially since

a wide variety of new definitions are continually appearing," At the

preaent time terms such as career education, occupational education and

vocational education are used separat._ly and with different definitions

in some education agencies in the nation, but in other agencies they are

used synonymously, If such diverse practices are to continue, then

vocational education data collection will.be aril impossibility, and nothing

but increased confusion can result. It is quite possible that conformity

and uniformity of definitions are too much to hope for inasmuch as several

additional terms are beginning to enter common usage, further confusing

the issue, Prepostsecondary education and prevocational education are

examples of such terms that amplify the need for a good and usable

Lexicon with definitions specifically directed to the terms in the

Classification,

7, With definitions as the base of operations for the beginning

of a-national system of vocationL cducation,data, it was suggested that

the American Vocational Association' as the leading professional organiza-

tion be the agency to lead activities in this problem area, and to

involve in the effort Ehe community colleges and -.,thers who are appro-

priately connected with data collection and aggegation. It was pointed

out thct the AVA is the most appropriate national agency for the task,

However, it was also mentioned by some that i special and separate

"blue ribbon" committee would be able to take on theresponsibility and

become the special agency for the purpose of data gathering in tLe

context of the taxonomy, Further discussion pointed out that the

Compr!hensive nature of the data system calls for the broadest possible .

participation of all vocational education grups in the country, regard-

less of level, curricula, ot lengths'of curt4.cula This matter

appeared to be one whidfi will require some additional study since it

must be the first problem to be solved in connection with a national
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vocational education data system.. Suggestions were made thata resolu-

tion be prepared and placed with the American Vocational Assocation

for consideration at the Anaheim, California, convention of the AVA

in December. In connection with this, there was a minor disagreement

apparent between several of the conferees, one of whom opposed the idea

of the resulution, However, an accommodation was sought and appeared

to have been obtained that definitions that would result from such a

proposed study would be prefaced by "for the purposes of data gathering

in the context of the Data Classification," There was agreement that

regardless of which group took primarytesponsibility for developing

definitions, all other relevant groups must be involved,

8, There.is no apparent point in waiting for consensus on defini-

tions in the country as a whole, before preceding futher with EDNEED,

Steps should ba takeu-Trot-he--EDN-E-E-D-pt-o-j-er-tt-o-de-v-Elots own Lexicon

(or dictionary) and to proceed ahead at :111 speed to make.decisions on

the definitions that arejleeded in ordet ;hat dt may.be collected and

aggregated. Even with different definitions in the states and in the

local communities, .the definitions.provided in an EDNEED Lexicon would

guide the data provider with all of the information needed to record

the data in accordance with an appropriate category,

9, Some of the kinds of references to people and programs that

have been made in the EDNEED Classification will haiie to be revised or

even eliminated, Recent action taken by the federal courts has indi-

cated that certain information about students may not be recorded unless

the information is provided by agreement with students. For example,

interpretations of the Buckley Amendment would make.it impossible to

obtain full information with regtrd to the earnings of cooperative

vocational education students. Under the provisions of the law, there

is no need to divulge such information on the part of the student, and

hence there is every likelihood that incomplete data would result, It

was urged that care be taken to maintain the confidentiality of informa-

tion that is guaranteed to all individuals (the Buckley.Amendment),

10, Many local administrators expressed doubts concerning the

possibility of coordinating data-gathering in the states, Much infor-

rr.ation is available in the operating data systems, and steps Would

have to be taken to coaify these systems and organize the transferral

of. information, 'Care,will have to be taken to makE certain that any

present information in present data systems (such as the one operated

under HLFA'Higher Education Facilities Act") is made available via

"crosswalks" in order that data will not be replicated. A further

suggestion indicated that where such data are availea they

ought to be readily translatable.

11. The Classification as a whole wil. need greater emphasis

'upon program areas than upon levels; One of the problems that

will be encountered in almost every state is the confusion that

.

presently exists between vocational eduation curricula that are

being offered in institutions and identified by levels, For example;
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it was pointed out that in one state the public school system is

responsible not only for secondary vocational education but also adult

education, postsecondary education, apprenticeship training, public

servie trailing and many other aspects of the vocational education

spectrum, In other states, the levels of education estalished under

the usual academic pattern constrain the vocational education program

and make the data collection process quite different,

12. The Classification should give considerably more attention

to the amplification of the "people side" of vocational education, and

should also provide opportunities to record data relating to "people

problems," It was observed that there.is some danger that the EDNEED

Classification tends to reflect the existing systems, and is not

forward-looking enough to provide data on programs needed and people

needed for the future:

13. Another area in the Classification th t will require immediate

attention is that which deals with aspects of th Comprehensive Employ-

ment Training Act (CETA), CETA has a data prod ction system which has

.its roots in the Department of Labor and.its By.reau ot Labor Statistics.

Any data system planned and organized for voc.tional education should

be cognizant of the data system already in u e in CETA, lut even more

important, should place some reliance upon tip need to coordinate the

educational data system with any projected/data system for the CETA

onerations, To do otherwise may result i7;conSiderable data duplication,

Further consideration should b,e given tc the matter of building "cross-

walks" to the present and futUre CETA data systems.

14. Proprietary and private schools provide data to state approv-

ing agencies in almost all states, and frequently supply data to the

Veterans Administration. These sources of information need not be

duplir_ated in the EDNEED Classification Or in any. plan relating to a

national system of vocational educatioa information, The problem of

identifying data sources should be anticipated early, and steps taken

to interface with the state approving agency data system and the. VA

data system, in order that.full information concerning student needs

and manpower needs may be compared and appropriate data acquisition

programs planned-

15. Every effort should be made to select an appropriate authority

..sugh as the Office of Education, the Natdonal Center for Educational

SLar_istics or some other government-based agency to operate a national

vocaLional education j.nformation system, Any attempt to establish a

natlenal data system for vocational education exterior to an authority-

based agency ill result in only partial participation by states, local

acencies, and reg.ional agencies. Further, wherever the data center is

finally located may depend upon which data are needed, how frequently

they are to be aggregated and the elaps,ed time between data collection

and possible utilization on the national, state, regional or local
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DATA NEEDS IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Volume V: Data'Analysis: Procedures and ResuitsProject EDNEED I

Volume -V-ot-the EDNEED final report contains a detailed description

of the data analysis procedures utilized in the project, the results of

the application of those procedures, and a narrative interpretation of

the results. Since the procedures themselves have been summarized in a

previous section of the present volume, this section will deal with a

description of the results but will present and interpret only prioritized

question rankinqa over all levels and use categories.

Volume V contains the follOwing priority rankings (1,e--i-hree

hundred and twenty three (L23) questions in the Clessiji-Ca-tion document:.

1

Table 1: Questions ranked by Similarity-Index: all uses combined

and all levels combined.

Table 2: Questions ranked by Similarity Index for pla ning: all

levels cobined.

Table,3: Questions ranked by Similarity Index for op rations:

all levels combined.

Table :
Questions ranked by Similarity Index for evaluatiOn:

all 12vels combined.

Table 5. Questions ranked by Similarity Index for finance and

budgeting:- all levels combined.

Table 6: Questions ranked by Similarity Index for reporting

requirements: all levels combined.

Table 7: Questions ranked by Similarity Index for public

information: all levels combined.

Table 8: Questions ranked by Similarity IndeX: all uses combined

national level.
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Table 9: Questions ranked by Similarity Index: all uses combined,

state level. -

Table 10: Questions ranked by Similarity Index: all uses combined,

local level.

Table 11: Questions ranked by Similarity Index fom planning:

national level.

Table 12: Questions ranked by Similarity Index:for operations:

national level.

.
Table 13: Questions ranked by Similarity Index for evaluation:

national level.

Table 14: Questions ranked by Similarity Index for finance and

budgeting: national level.

Table 15: Questions ranked by Similarity Index for reporting

requirem^nts: national level.

Table 16: Questifins ranked by Similarity Index for public information:

national level.

Table 17: Questions tanked by Similarity Index for planning:

state level.

Table 18: Questions ranked by Similarity Index for operations:

state level.

Table 19: Questions ranked by Similarity Index for evaluation:

state level. 1

Table 20: Questions ranked by Similarity Index.for finance and

, budgeting! 'tate level.

Table 21: Questic

requi : state level.

,Aked by Similarity Index for reporting
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Table 22: Questions ranked by Similarity Index for public

information: state level.

Table 23: Questions ranked Ly Similarity Index for planning:

local level.

Table 24: Questions ranked by Similarity Index for operations:

local level.

Table 25: Questions ranked by Similarity Index for evaluation:

local level.

Table 26: Questions ranked by Similarity Index for finance and

budgeting: local level.

Table 27: Questions ranked by Similarity Index for reporting

requirements: local level.

Table 28: Questions ranked by Similarity Index for public

Ainformation: local level.

Table 1 of Volume Tis included here in its entirety because: (1)

it is the single most informative table in that all uses and all levels

are combined and (2) it illustrates the format used for the remaining

tables.

The FILE heading in Table 1 refers to the file in the Classification

\

that contains the question. The QUESTION heading refers to th question

identification number within that file. The RANK heading indicates the

rank'order of each question according to descending order of the similarity

index. The,SIMILARITY INDEX heading gives the value of the similarity index

for each question. The QUESTION TEXT heading refers to the question as

/7

it appeared in the Classification document. Certair questions are repeated

over files; e.g. the question "How is the curriculum identified?" appears

in files 2,3, and 4.The reason for Multiple inclhsion is that the importance ,
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olksrinNs QANKID HY i.)1mILARITY INDEX: ALL USES COM9INEO

A1L I COmflINED

FfL lurSTION RANK SIMILARITY OUESTICN TEXT

INOLK

0,3Q462 NIA 11: THE TAJW)1COLUNi MNTIFIED wITHIN A SCH1DL?

C.3517S wHAT 15 THE TIME.SCHEOuLE FOP THE CUPPICULUM?

0..14364 HAT 15 THE CURRICULUM. FNRCLLMENT?

3.33141 wHAT APE THf: clAPLCTICN PF(MREMENTS FOR THE CURRICULUM?

(.1.32)77 4HAT Agf. Thr: DLANN..iD INSTRUCTIONAL TERMINAL STUDENT TCOMES FOR THE

CURP1CULum?

1 1
1,

1

1 26 .0

1
4,0

I 13

1
7 o.0

1 22 7

1 5 3.0

0.29724 tiHAT ARE THE ENTI;ANCE REOUPEMENTS FOR THE CURRICULUM?

:442r wHAT 15 THE SEUPCE,(S) OF FuNDING FOR THE CURRICULUM?

0.29M0 .0AT IS THE APPRCVAL AGENCY FOR THE CURRICULUM?

0.0 0.274t3 OAT APE THE. WENDITUPES FOR INSTRUCTIONAL ACTIVITIES ALLOCATED TO.

THE CURRICULUM?

3 10.0 C.27420 HCW RELATED IS THE C(XENT EMPLOYMENT TO THE nmPATION TRAINED FOR?

11 Il.0 'J.27338 WHAT ARE THE 5CHCOL'S VOCATIONAL CURRICULAR OFFERINGS?

2 1 I2.0 C.27ft, HOw IS THE CUP9ICULUm 'IDENTIFIED?

1 4 13.0 0.2o688 wHAT 15 THE APPRPVAL STATUS OF THE CURRICULUM?

1 24 14.0 C.2533 WHAT APE THF CURRICULUM EXPENDITURES?

12 .15;0 0.25733 WHAT APE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDENTS SERVED MY THE SCHOOL?

85



Table I (contillud) .)uHIPkr, ';Avkfl, qY (91LA,dTY INDEX: ALL USES COM5INFD
ALI Li.vELS CCm5INF1)

FILE' 4)LSTIoN QANK P1LAdTY u'ISTION TFXT

-1 ,):),).-16 oat 1!-_, 110.7 AY7UNT n: SCHnflL FuNANT, F fl vOCATIgNAL EDUCATION 5Y

'71UL(r?

1 ?1

I 27

1

9 23

1 17

5 22

4

1 23

12 2

12. 5

5 18

I7,C ^.251II AjPT, F NTRU(TIONAL AN) 1.1PP0QTING SEPVICE5 APE EVALUATED?

,s.T APE TR': Pw-sCH-mi. JUT(,..,*.v() U CUQPICULUm UmnLETERS/FLY
LEAS?

I r(- C..27,1', OAT IS TH'.. ....mtiCTJP 71 CUPPICUL01?

21.,? Q,?i:J17 HCw L iH CJoICOLUm IDENTIFIED?

21.0 0.2472:) OAT IS THE FUN1ING ALLOCATED TO THE SCHOOL UNDER THE VOCATIONAL

EjOCATIN ACT?

22.P ")Q24167 kiAT IS TH1,. PHY5;CAL HAqICAP(5) OF THE STUDENT?

23.(' C,24272 HT 3E,I6Cm., CP GOU0S APF. INVULVED IN EVALUATION AND/OR CURRICULUM

IMPPOVEWINT?

34.17: 0,23944 HAT ARE FVDDITUPES FOP EQUIPMENT ALOCA1E0 TO THE CURRICULUM?

.. :AHAT E-1-1-!..--fihil3 ACT F. i-ISTics c3F THE STUDENT ,COMPLETEPS/FARLY LEAVERS?

26.0 0,23? w,iAT Ar?E ExPENDITuRES Fr,,P SALARIES ALLICATEd TO TH(.7 CUPPIC,U1?

27.0 0,23145 AHAT IS THE TYDE LT FUNDING ALLOCATED TO THE, CURPrULUM rfx NE

ViICATIONAL COUCATI)N ACT?

?q.0 0.23P34 v,HAT IS THE TOTAL STATE'EXPENDITUPE FflP VOC!JI,ONAL F.OUCATION?

2,0 0a2.817 WHAT Is THE TOTAL VOCAT1CNAL EDUCAT16 REVENUE?

3e.0 0..221 2 WHATA-5-1&--517ffnT,SFULL-TIME/PART-TIME STATUS?

Or/



Table 1 (cc,itilitied) (W.STIFiN5 R4AKLD Y 5PRiwiry WO: ALL USES COmOINED
ALL LEOLS COm9INEf;

FILE JuE5TION

!O IT

5

RANK 51mIUNITY
INDLx

3I,C

32,C C.22i23

24 33,0 (:.22,272,

4 3 34,C 0.2233

) 3c;10 C,22)

24 3.2 0,21.W

IL 16 37.0 %21i1

1 ,2101

1 39.0 0.21799

3 40,C 0.21,Aq

25 41.0 0.21)99

1 16 42.0 0.21595

1 21 43,0 0.21541

7 44,0 0,21523

5 2 45,0 0.21449

8,i

1Jr-STIoN TEXT

1 THE FUNDING. ALLOCATED To THE LEA MCP, THE vCATIONAL

EuUcATION ACT?

*HAT IS THk CULTURAL HANDICARISI OF THE STUDENT?

*HAT APE THE STUDENT,S EDuCATIONAL AND CAREER INTENTIONS3

0

6dAT A r,'.0FND1TU5 FOP SUPDLIES AND mATE.P1ALS LLOCATED TO THE

COPICULUM?

IN ishAT cuQuICULU4 13 THE STUDENT CURRENTLY ENPrILLED?

wAAil ADE Ti-q- SCIOCLIS TOTAL ExPFNDITuRES AGGREGATED ACROSS

CUPPILuLA FOP VOCATIONAL EDUCATION?

4,IAT ADE THE SOURCES CF NNOING FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AT THE LEA

LEVEL?

H)w IS THE 5CHU1L IDENTIFIED?

HO0 IS THE CURRICULUM IDENTIFIED?

wHAT Is THE TYPE OF SCHCCL ORGANIZATION Y GR.1:DE

wHAT S1AFF APE ASSIGNED TO THE CURRICULUA?

AHEE IS THE LCCATION OF THE INSTRUCTION?

AHAT ADE THF 0ELATED OCCUPATIONS FOR WHICH T4AINING IS PROVIDED IN

THE CURRICULUm?

AHAT CPE9ENTIALS APE GRANTED IN RECOGNITION OF COMPLETION OF T4E.

CURRICULUM?

WHAT IS THE SEK OF THE STUDENT? 89



Tab!e I (L.dilLin,R.d) (11:Nc', c:ANtl) ',IvILPITY INI:Ax: ALL USES COMAINFD
AlL LLVFLS COMHINED

:?ANK iPoILA-OTY U7STIEN TEXT
INN-Y

? 0,Ni46 OAT APE THL E-VEN)ITUQFS FrIP ADMINISTRATION SUPPORT SERVICES
ALLC.CATFD TO THF CURRICULUM?

47.^ 0.211) WHAT APE THr- CHAPACUTRISTICS OF vOC,;IOL STUDENT'', SERVED By ThE LEA
AV;EGATED ;;ASS tiCHOOLS?

40,C 21.:36' wHAT OF THE CHAPACTERISTICS OF THE GEOGRAPHIC AREA IN wH1CH THE
SCHPOL I LICATEG?

4).0 7 AT IS THF. EU)ERIECF(S) OUTSIDE CF EDUCATION OF THE LOCAL
VOCATIONAL LCUCATIIN STAFF mEmBER?

2 r)r;.,0 THF hVENOITUI:E5 FlD INSTRUCTION SUPPORT SERVICES ACTIVITIES
ALLOCATE) TO THt CURRICULUM?

3 SI.0 ^.20iCI wHAT fS THE CURFNT EmPLEYmFNT sTATus OF THE COmPLETER/EARLY LEAVER?

11 n.?0597 WHAT A,-E THE EVL1YMENT PROSPECTS IN THE LEA SERvICE AREA?

9 25 )3.f C.243 WHAT APE THE SCHOOL EXPENDITURES 9Y CURRICULUM FOR VOCATIONAL
OuCATION?

12 54.0 (420466, WHAT INSTNCTICN mEDIA APE USED?

6 5',0 e.23C1 HOW SAIISFIrO 15 THE COMPLETER/EARLY LEAVER WITH HIS SCHOOL
ExPERIENCES?

14 5.O 0.2C?33 WHAT ARE THE CHAPACTERISTICS OF THE VerATIONAL STAFF OF THE SCHOOL?

le 11 57,C C.20193 wHAT IS THE TCTAL STATEWIDE ENROLLMENT IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION?

1 31 53.0 0.?c156 WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CURRICULUM ADVISORY COMMITTEE?

1 12 a reOlAb wHAT IS THF TOTAL ENROLLMENT IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION?

6C.0 MR427 WHAT APE THE PENDITuPES FOP PUPIL SUPPOPT SERVICES ACTIVITIES
ALLOCATE) TO THE. CURRICULUM?

91



Table I (.:odtimle.J) WE:511W; YAV(FC y ;IVIL6ITY INdO: AlL UCE.S coniv,D

ALL LEVELS CO*3INFD

FICC 11J:STICN :f0X 1YILAi1Y uFSTrN 1EXT

1NX4'

4 .J1.0 1i.) iS Ise0w, SCHR PRU0Av flFFERINGS?

7 19-)21 OAT 1, TH ruP1INT A551GN1ENT(5) (FTE ALLOCATION) OF THE

LOCAL v(iCATICNAL E)UCATION STAFF MEMBER?

7 ,),1*)1), wHlT CF,E)t:.NTIAL; ARE HELD 3Y THE LOCAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATfON STAFF

mEk00EP?.

11 C.19-)4r.) WI APE TH!: CHA,;KTc,RISTICS Or THF voCATITAL PPOGRAm ADvISOlY

COmmITTEPS?

11 7 .; 6HAT I
Tr: CAPL'ENT ENPL:YMCNT 20PORTUt\I1I:S IN THE LEA SERVICE AREA?

3
i,.194,1 'iA AE THE ..:0ENOITOPS FOP INSTRUCTICNAL ASSIGNmENTS ALLOCATED TO

THE Cup4icuLum?

1 67.0 C.1359 H3w IS THE S1UUEN1' IDENTIFFO?

27 C.113';5 ,,04T APE ThE crAAcTPIUICS OF THE v0CA1IDNAL CURRICULUM ADVISORY

COmmITTEES AGGREGATED ACrOSS CuPRICULA?

12

1

7

14

7

)6C

7,c

71.0

--)glq?;'Q

0.1019?

C.1'413

6HAT ;5 THE TJTAL LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY ;:0ENDITuRr.. FIN VOCATIONAL

DuCATION AGGUGATED AC1CS5 LEAS?

wHAT sTAENT FvALUATION RPOCEDu9S APE uSE1)?

wHAT IS THE YFTHCD 1Ci; OISTPluTr:N OF RAPT 3 vFA FUNDS 17 LOCAL

FuuCAT1PN Ao:NCIEs?

I 19 72..0 AHAT A5PECI CF THE CVRICULLN OE EVALUATED?

6 10 73,C C.19112 HcA RELEVANT DCES THE COMPLETER/EAPLY LEAVER PERCEIVE THE SCHIOL

Cu.qRICULUNI In OE POP TH5 CuPPENT JOH?

19 74,0 0.1c)051 WHAT IS THE: STuDENTr- DAY/EvENING STATUS?

y 15 75,0 0,19060 WHAT ARE THF PC5T L_ OUTCOMES OF THE VOCATIONAL C6MPLETERVEARLY

LEAVEPS?

9 3
9 3



Table i (continued) msr1,-A; pAwc 1.11 SIYILPITY INDE.X: ALL USES CCM81NIID
ALL LEVELS COM3INE0

.

FILE )05TI3N ANK IMIL :OIL( Ot,STICN TEXT
INDtX

7o.0 OAT :2A(PAL 1 TH IC GP1UP DOES THE STUDENT BELONG?

13 77.r) C.1335 wHAT 1\STPUCTI1NAL METHODS AND TECHNIQUES APE USED?

wH'T JP: THE CIARACTEISTICS OF THE FIRST J)8 (MAINE() AFTER
CPPLL-TIJN/1EAVINI?

7 7.0 ;.o.i410 wHAT APE THI- vCCATIrNAL CUPqICULAR OFFERINGS AGGREGATED ACROSS
SCHLOLS F(J R THE L7_,A?

9

16

17

'10.

81.0

82.0.

%181D5

C.1'120I

19:Fcs:

1 e3.() 0,1i:05

311,(' 0.1r92

5 11 95, c1,17,±20

7 20 0,17703

12 8 87.0 0,1752

0.17411

13 3 AR,0 C,17274

2 ;0,() 0,17,!45

Hrlii TS THF CCMPLETEP/EARLY LFAvER IDENTIFIED?

AHAT iA;E THE REOuPtmENTS FOP SCHOOL ENTRANCE?

wHAT CTU1ENT PERSCNNEL SERVICES APF AVAILABLE IN THF SCHOOL?

WHAT IS THE ACCEDITATION STATUS OF THE CURRICULUM?

wi AT APE THt: EDuCATICNAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LOCAL VOCATIONAL

E)UCATION STAFF MEMBE0?

viHAT IS THE ;PECIAL CHARACTEPISTIC(S) OF THE STUDENT'?

wriAT 13 THE,CuPRENT ACTIVITY ALLOCATIONISI (FIE ALLOCATION) OF THE

'ACAL VOOATIONAL EDUCATION STAFF MEMBER?

WHAT IS THE CRITERIA USED 3Y THE STATE IN ThE DISTRPUTION OF PART 8

VEA FUNDS?

WHAT APE .CCORFRATIVE ARRANGEMENTS WI,TH OTHER AGENCIES?

WHAT IS THE STATE VOCATICNAL EDuCATION EXPENDITURE FOR PLANNING.

RLSEARCH, DO/FLJPMtl:NT. AND EVALUATION ACTIVITIES?

HO4 IS THE CURRICULUM OF THE COMDLETER/EARLY LEAVER IDENTIFIED?

9
S.



Tablo I continued) OUFSUCNS 44,11 clILAPITY IN10c: ALL USES COmilNED

ALL LEVtLS COmOINFD

FILE 1)UrS1ION RANK iIMILA.)ITY

1NOLX

6 JI,0 0.17)2.)

IA 2,0 0 17)12

7 4 Hi.0 0,16)66

5 ' 440 0,16)5.)

5 0510 0,16)31

/ 21 g6,C U.16402

DP s)7,C 0.16iB4

7 98,0 0,16.357

5 10 99 ''' 0.167g2

.;11 1 J00,0 0.16717

11 3 1CI,C 0,16712

17 102..0 0.16645

1'1.0 0.16543

8 I 104,0 0,16348

10 23 105.0 0.16326

.96

TJESTIUN TEXT

wHAT APF THL !:mol JyYCNT cHWACTFRISTICS OF THF POPULATION IN THE LEA

Sr_RVICE APLA?

WHAT hvALUATirK PLOCEDUPES APE USED FCR.CUPRICULUM EVALUATION?

wHAT APE TW: EcucArInN AND RFLATEO WORK EXPERIENCES IF THE LIPL

MCATIONAI FDUCATION STAFF mE43ER?

wHAT APE THL: 1-0E'OITUPFS FOP ADMINISTDATfvF svPiRr ASSIGNMENTS

ALLOCATE) TO Pk: CARICULUO

wHAT IS rHL QMIONAL CCV PAGE IF THE SCHOOL?

wHAi IS THE POSITION ASSIGNMF I, ALLOCATED ;iY VOCATIONAL CURRICULUM

OE THE OCAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATIW.,1,STAFF &TARP?

wHAT MIPMENT Is ASSIGNED TO THE CURRICULUM?

wHAT IS THE CURRENT
SALAPy OP wASE OF THE COMPLETER/EARLY LEAVER?

WHAT IS THE SOCIAL ANDaR.EMOTIONAL HANNCAP(5) O THF. STUDENT?

How IS THE LFA IDENTIFIED?

wHAT APE iHE GFNEPAL POPULATION
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LEA SERVICE

AREA?

WHAT ARE TH cHARACTERISTICS OF THE LARGE MOVABLE TOILS AND E)UIPMENT

usap IN VOC4JIONAL EDUCATION INSTRUCTION?

WHAT IS THE AGE OF THE STUDENT?

WHAT ARE tH LCCATIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LOCAL SITE?

WHAT APE:THE CCOPERATIVE ARRANGEMENTS AT THE LEA LEVEL?
97



fable (coatiaued) QuCSTION'; PANK11; HY (2,1m11AqfTY INOEx: ALL USES COIMINED

ALI Lt-VELS CCMHINED

FfLE WESTION RANK SIMIMITy
INDIA

10.0 e.1,6?7(;

9 6 1074 0,1q5b

IS 9 I)R.0 0.1t.J95

r) 19 10,4.0 0,It7J22

k; Id 1100 0,1-)05

30 111.^: 0,11

5 21 112 (11S62,3

7 3 I13,C 11,15751

b 13 114,0 0,1560

2 115.0 0.1567C

6 16 1iu.0 0.1502°

5 117.0 0,45181

11 15 IN.) 0.15360

12 13 119.0 0.15171 /

12 10 120,0 C.16IC/2

(

1 98

QUESTION TEXT

wHAT APE iHf". 111h :LEmENTS IN THE SCHNL ORFRATION?

.#HAT IS THF, AnNtivAL STATUS AND AGENCY FOP THE SCHOOL?

wHAT IS THE MAL iTATE VOCATIONAL EXPENDITURE FOP cIPANTS AND

SU,iSIOIES?

',HAT APE TH(: LEA T3TAL ExPFN01TURES AGGREGATED ACPOSS SCHOOLS?

wHAT W. THE 0-.A ExPEND11OES 3Y SCHOOLS.AGGREGATFQ ACROSS CURRICULA?

wHAT IS THE UTILIATION CF THE OUILDING BY THE CURRICULUM?,

w9AT APE THE ,;TUDLNT'S ATTENDANCE CHARACTERISTICS?

wHA1 APE THE INSERVICE
EDUCATICN/TRAINING EPERIENCES OF THE LOCAL

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STAFF mE4960

WHAT IS THE EmPLOyER EVALUATION OF JOB PERFORMANCE OF THE COMPLETER/

EARLY LEAVFP?

iilAT IS THE GPOGPARHIC CCVERAGE gF THE LEA SERVICE AREA?

wHAT APE THi'. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FIXED EQUIPMENT USED FOR

INSTRUCTION IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION?

WHAT I's THE ORGANIZATIONAL STRuCTURE OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

THE LEA?

/
WHAT APE THF, (TA PRUCRAM CHARACTERISTICS IN THE LEA SERVICE AREa?

WHAT 15 THE PFP PUPIL EXPENDITURE IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION?

*HAT IS THE OASIS FOR STATE DISTRIOUTION OF vEA F,uNDS?



Table 1 (cootiqua) OJESTION5 RANKED qY SImILAPITY !NON: ALL u5FS CMINED

FILE 1UP:S1ION RANK 51mILARITY

!NOD(

ALI LLPLS COMINFD 0

OuESTION TEXT

3 .4 1:).1.') 0.15152 wH4T APE THE. 1,x0ENDITUPES FOP PUPIL SuRPOPT ASSIWIENTS ALLOCATE) TO

tH cuPPICuLtim?

9 13 122.0 0.1n35 wIAT APE THL CHAACTERISTICS OF THE F:ACILITIES Or fHE SCHnuL?

12 14 123.0 0,151,11, ;HAT IS THE TOTAL NUm3EP OF sfATEwIDE VOCATIONAL PROGRAM' COM0LETERS/

E-ARLY LEAvErii AGGPFGATEu ACRrISS LEAS?

7 21 124,0 0,1444Q wHAT I; THL CPENTIPNAL uNIT(S) ASSIGNED TO THE LOCAL VOCATIONAL

EJUCATIoN STAFF mr.miER?

1.) 12 125.) 0.144$7 wHAT ApE THE vNATIONAL STAFF OF THE LEA AGGREGATE) ACROSS SC4OOLS?

1 2 125.0 C.14)4 6 WHAT APE THE uN09LIGATED ALLOTMENTS CARRIED FORWARD?

3 127,0 C,PHRI Hlw 5AT1;FIED ii THE cCOLETER/EARLY LEAVER WITH HIS CURRENT JOB?

12 15 12.0 0,14374 wHAT APF TPF STATEWIDE VOCATIONAL STUDENT POST-SCHOOL OUTCOMES

A5GPEGATED ACROSS LEAS?

m 129,C C,14121. WHAT APE ThE CHAPACTEPIST1CS OF EACH BUILDING oN THE LOCAL SITE?

7 19 130,0 0,14733 wHF:PE Is T Nre-LCCATION CF THE CuPRENT ASSIGNMENTISI OF THE.L0CAL

VJCAT10NAL c7AUCATION STAFF mEmaER?

.4 27 11I,C 0.14721 WHAT ARE THE NPACTERISTICS OF SCHOOL-COMMUNITY RELATIONP1

5 23 132,0 0,14113 WHAT IS THE STUDENT'S EmPLOYmENT HISTCRY OURING SCHOOL MNBERSHIP?

Ix! 4 111.0 0.14:1q2 WHAT IS THE TOTAL LOCAL EDUCATION AGENCY EXPENDITURE AGGREGATED

ACPCSS CURRICULA.?

4 3 114,0 0,14.687 WHAT ARE ExPENDITURES FOP EmPLOVER BENEFITS ALLOCATED TO THE

CUPPICuLum?

15 7 135,0 0,10)62 wHAT IS THE TOTAL STATE VOCATIONAL EXPENDITURi FOR EQUIRMENT?



Table 1 (continued) QUESTION.; DANKLC Y SImILAITY INDEx: ALL USES COMBINED

ALL LEVELS CEMBINED

FILt DUESTION RANK 51mILA-IITY

INAX

5 14 13(1.C. 0.10573

137.0 0.14o61

7 22 134,C 0.144151

1: 24 13-;.'7 '',14411

IL 25 I4,C C.143R0

141.0 0,14339

17 142,C 14332

12 IS 143,0 0.14127

11 144.0 0.140O3

12 9 145.0 .0.14)C6

13 7 14b,C 0.13377

6 11 147.0 1341C

1.3 2 1430 0.13771

7 149,0 0.13756,

10 1 150,0 0.13731

QUESTION TEXT

WHA AUI THh, Dc3ULTS OF THE TESTS ADMINISTERED TO THE STUDENT?

HA1 ACCREDITATION AGENCY SERVICES THE CURRICULUM?

OAT IS THE ACTIVITY ALLOCATICN dY VOCATIONAL CURRICULUM OF THE LOCAL

ViCATIDNAL EDUCATION STAFF MEMBE0?

wHAT APF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF SCHOOL ADVISORY COMMITTEES A.GGREGATED
OVER SCHDOLS?

wAAT ARE THE CHARACT.7,R151ICS O THE LEA ApvisnPY COMMITTEE?

wHAT IS THE ACCREDITATICN STATUS AND ACCREDITATION AGENCY FOR 'THE

SCH010

oAT IS THE STUDENT'S SATISFACTION WITH THE PRESENT CURR1CULUA?.

tOOT APE TH: STATE4IDE VOCATIONAL CURRICULAR OFFERINGS AGGREGATED

ACROSS LEAS?

WHAT APE THE 1NSTRuC1ICNAL CHARACTERISTICS OF EACH BUILDING ON THE

LOCAL SITE?

hHAT IS THE RELATIVE WEIGHT GIVEN TO CRITRIA USED IN STATE

OISTRNUTION OF PART VEA FUNDS?.

wHAT IS THE TOTAL STATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION EXPENDITURE FOR AGENCY

OPERATED SCHOOLS AND INSTITUTIONS ACTIVITIES?

WHAT IS THE EMPLOYMENT'HISTORY OF THE COMPLETER/EARLY LEAVER?

WHAT IS THE TOTAL STATE VOCATIONAL EXPENDITURE FOR SALARIES?

WHAT IS THE PERSONAL IDENTIFICATION AND HEALTH INFORMATION FOR THE

LOCAL VOCATIONAL FDUCATION STAFF MEMBER?

HOW IS THE LEA IDENTIFIED?

102 103



Cable 1 (continued) ,WSIIONS'oANKED PY cImIL4PITY INDEX: ALL USFS COMHINFD

ALL LEVEL'' COPHINeP

ILt: (hESTION RANK SI0ILAq1tY

INOLx

hi1."; 0.13T1q

0.13481

31 I53,c 0413424,

12 1 1)4.) G.134i).(3

1 1 155.0 C.13331

I 156,0 :,13311

2 I57,C C,13203

lo 14 153.0 (1.13I4

13 I5R.0 0,11111

IC 2^ 160,3 (,130n4

11 4 p)I.0 0,1247q

11 2 162,C r,12,46i

9 18 163,0

15 5 164,C 0,12,370

7 14 165,0 0,12812

ouEiTION TExT

wHAT IS THL SALAPY OD wAGE STATUS OF THF LOCAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

STAFF mE4r3Fp?

AHAT IS THL VC.ftPAN HtNEFIT STATUS OF THE STUDENT?

AHAT APE THE DI-CLAPP? INTENTICNS OF THE SCHOL 002UL4TI3N?

PIC STATE EDUCATION AGENCY IDENTIFIED?

wHAT IS THE 'JASIS FOR PrUnING IN THE CURRICULUM?

HT4 'IS THE STATE FDUCATION AGENCY IDENTIFIED?

W9AT USE(S) APE mADL OF TH: LOCAL SITE FOP VOCATI1NAL PURPOSES?

Ar)E THr pcsT-scHcrL OUTCOME'S AGGREGATED AC01SS SCHOOLS?

41-14T TESTS AM10 INVENTIPIES HAVE 9FEN ADmINISTCRD (INCLUDING JOB SKILL

COmPETENCY MF.ASUPES)?

iHAI' APP. 1°E LEA EXDFNDITURES 3Y CuRRICULA AGGREGATED ACPOSS SCHOOLS?

WHAT ARE THE f-CU,CATICNAL CHADACTEPISTICS OF THE POPULATION IN THE LEA

SERVICE APEA?

WHAT APE TH.,: CHAPACTER1STICS OF THE SCHTM 7ERATFD 6Y THE LEA?

wHAT INSTRUCTIMAL SODOM* SERVICES APE AVAILABLE IN THE SCHOlL?

wHAT IS THE TnTAL STATE VOCATIONAL EXPENDITURE FOP SUPPLIES AND

mATEPIAL5?

WHAT IS THE SERVICE STATUS OF THE LOCAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STAFF

MEMBER?

1 05



Table I (continued) PANKiD iY SIPILAPITY MIX: ALL WiES (043WD
ALL /FV.L3 C0wHINE0

FILE )LFSTION PANK AMILA,MY Ou17,1ICN TEXT
INDIA

12

7

18

18

11

10

13

7

P'8.1

115.:).0

/0.IP11

(:1.127ti4

0.12767

C.1044

15 170.1 L:.,1263i

1 171.1 C,1?io7

7. 17?..; O.12i'j4

25 173.0 0.125C0

II 74,O 0,12)30

8 175,0 0.12425

2 176.0 0,1255g

6 177.0 0,12266

14 I75,C 0127:2

4 179.0 0,12178

6, 180.0 0,12172

kill I) LiTATF. C;CATIONAL FCUCATI1N AII)S AND LXPENDITURES?

WHAT IS STATE yncATIcNAL EDUCATION ExPENDITUPE FnR GENERAL

MANAGLAENT ACTIVITILS?

wHAT IS THE LCCJS OF CONTQCL OF THE SCHOOL?

*WO. IS THs: TOTAL ;TATE VOCATIONAL FAUC4TION EXPrNDITURE FOR

CONSULTATIv ')chME"-I ACTIVITIES?

wHAT APE TH CHA1AC11NISTICS OF STATFwIDE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STAFF

(2)TATL PLUS AGGqE;ATED LIA STAFF)?

wHAT AQF TH CIANNT EMPL90ENT (PPORTUN111FS AVAILAiLE TO:THE STATE .

,p0PULATIIN?

yNHAT IS THF SOCIOECJNOIC -14CKPOUNO. OF TH',: STUDENT?

041 APE IHE JNJOLIGATED SCHEEL ALLOTMENTS CARRIED FORdARD FOR

VOCATIONAL EnUCATION?

wHAT.I5 THE. TYPE OF REMUNERATION FOR THF, LOCAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

STAFF mEMHEC?

wHAT IS THf, STATF EM0LOYMENT PROSPECT?

HO?1 IS THE STATE OIVIDED GEOGRAPHICALLY?

wHAT ARE THE EMPLOYMENT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STATE POPULATION?

\

WHAT APE THE WCATIMAL TPAINING RESOURCES IN THE LEA SERVICE AREA?

WHAT IS !HE LOCUS CF CCNTRCL FOR THE LEA?

WHAT IS THE TOTAL STATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION EXRENDIVURE FOR DIRECT

ASSISTANCE ACTIVITIES?

1 07



Table 1 .(continued) OULSTICNS RAN6E0 EY SimILAqITY INDD: ALL USES COm3INED.

ALL LFVFLS

FILE QUESTION RANK SIMILARITY QUESTION TEXT

INDEx

13 3

6

7

4

13 12'

IC 13

7 16

15

15 11

1()8

181.0 0,12159

182,0 .0.12152

163.0 0,12114,

104,0 :0,12,)49

19500 (1,12C21

185,C 0.11450

1H7,0 0,11)06

188,0 0,,1190.

189,0 0,11386

190.C. C.11732

191.0 0.11729

1924 0011677

1930 ,, 0111666.

194.0 0.11615

19544 10,11467

WHAT Aw7. THE FxPNUITuRFS FOR,INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT ASSIGNMENTS

ALLOCATE) TO THE CURRICULUM?

wHAT IS r,rn OF THE CENTRAL ADmINISTRA7ON nF. THF LEA?

wHA- r:ATICNAL CHARACTERISTIU THt STATE POPULATION?

wHAI tNOENO(TUPES. FOP LAN() AND 3UILL.(6 ALLOCATED TO THE

CURRICULUM?

WHAT 'IS THE LEA EMPLOYMENT HISTORY OF THE LOCAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

STAFF MEIMER?

WHAT ARE ExPENDITUPES FOP PURCHASED SERVICES ALLOCATED TO THE

CURRICULUM?,

AHAT IS THE TrIAL STATE E.UNCTIONAL EXPENDITURE FOR VOCATIONAL

.EDutATION HY COST CENTERS?

WHAT APE THE vCCATIONAL STAFF_OF THE LEA ADMINIS'TRATIVE' OFFICE(S)?

HJw IS THE STATE EDUCATION AGENCY IDENTIFIED?

!

WHAT IS'THE PE EN4 8ASEIS1 FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION

AREA?

THE LEA SERVICE

WHAT RE :THE SIIAFF CAR:EEP DEVELOPMENT CHARACTERISTICS nF THE LOCAL

VOCA IONAL ECU ATION STAFF MEMBER?

'
WHA.: 'ARE THE ADMISSON CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDENT?

1

WHAT IS THE EMPLOymNT STATUS OF THE ''OCAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STAFF

.MEMEI\EP?

WHAT IOHE 'CURRENT EDUCATIONAL' STATUS OF THE COMP,LETERiEARLY.LEAVER?

WHAT ARE THE TOTAL STATE OBJECt EXPENDITURES 67 NOCATIONAL EDUCATION

COST CENTERS?
109



rahle I (conLimied) 001.:,TICI,6 PAW!) 1NDLX: ALL USES COM1INED
ALL [(O. CC9HIND

FILL 11( PANK ,AMILAqiTy v.:5TioN TFXT
INor

P!,

1'5

13.

25

I 17.

1

21.";

2':1,c

C.110')

M1)31'

0tIlich

COM

0.1097

,1!4 15
A )
, 1

13 7.1:4";t)

1'1 I 2C4, C.10400

6 19 :20b.^ N10189

. 25

r7,e C.1r745

2'8If' %Ir.73)

IZ 2CPt0 0.104

bI4 5 210 0.10665

\
wHAI THF CHAI:ACTr.MTICS OF rHE SPAR TOOLS AND SMALL EQUIPMENT
00 IN Voi4TnAl. FAUCATION INSTRUCTION?

,YiHAI IS THF GLNI-RAL CONDITION OF EACH OUILDING ON THE LOCAL SITE?

WHAT IS THC.SPAN(S) CONTAINED IN SCHOOL?

\T Is THF TOTAL iTATE.v1CATIONAL EKRENOITURE. PU4(HASED SERVICES?

Al)E VCCATIPNAL LDUCATION RELATED CLUB MENNE3SHIPS HELD 1Y THE-
t\IT?

wHATe:IS THE TrTAL STATE'VOCATIONAL EDUCATION EXPENDITURE FOR
IMROVIMNT AND APPROVAL OF PROGRAMS ANO_SERVICES_ACTINTLW

wHAT APE_ ':HE CHAPACTEQISTICS OF THE CETA PROGRAM?

OAT iS THE TCTAL STATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION EXPENDITURES FOR
DISTRHUTION OF RESOURCFS ACTIVITIES?

HOW IS THF 5rATE IDENTIFIED7r

w4AT ARE.TK CHAPACTERISIICS OF OTHER*EDUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR
NSTRUCTON IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION?

WHAT APE THf.. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SUPPLIES'USPD IN VOCATIONAL '

EDUCATION?.

wHAT ARP'. THE UNOHLIGATED ALLOTMENTS CARRIED FORWARD FOR\VOCATIONAL
PROGRAMS?

WHAT 4PE THr CVENDITURES FOR OTHER SUPPORT ASSIGNMENTS IIALLOCATED TO
THE CORICULUm?

wHAT WE THi: CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PRESENT EMPLOYMENT?

WHAT APF THE EXPENDITURES FOR CrIlER SUPPORT ASSIGNMENTS ALLOCATED TO
THF, SF.A?

111



Table I (continued) QUESTICN3 PANKri: CY sIMILARITY INDhx: ALL U5E5 COMBINED

ALL LEVELS CCM3INCD

FILE QUESTION RANK SPILARM
INDLx

14 1 211,e t),1L5h1

8 24 21.0 C.100

16 213.0 0.10014,

'15 214. f),K481

.13 10 215,0 0,1C475

16 13 21b.C. 0,10467

15 6 217.0 ').104(3

10 22 21B.O 9,10263

14 4 21,C 2,1061

3 3 220.,0 01.

10 3 221,0

9 20 222.0

.10 6 223,0

10 10

114 225.0 ,

112

OUFSTION TEXT

HA 1) 1H1- STATL DUCATION AGENCY IDENTIFIED?

wHAT APE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF TH MATERIALS USED IN VOCATIO441,

hDuCATION?

PIA!' ARE- THI. GoERAL POPULATION CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STATE?

WHAT IS THE TOTAL STATE VOCATIONAL EXPENDITU1C. Fij EAPLOYER RENEFITS?

wHAT IS THE TOTAL STATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION EXPENDITURE POP

NINPROGPAmmEn CHARGES?

01-1A,T IS THF CuRPENT DOSITICN ASSIGNMENT OF THE STATE VOCATIONAL,

BUCATION STAFF ME4BER?

o--,AT IS THE TOTAL STATE VOCATIONAL EXPENDITURE Fp LAND AND BUILDINGS?

wHAT APE'. THE COMMUNITY RELATIONS AT THE LEA LEVEL?

wHAT ARE THE ExPEN)IT(JqES FOR ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPIPT ASSIGNMENTS:

ALLOCATE) TO THE SEA?

'WHO 7WNS THE LOCAL SITE?

H1w NY LEAS ARE SERVED 9Y THE 1 rA?

wHAT DATA PRCCESS1NG SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE IN THE SCHOOL?

WHAT IS THE LEGAL POWER OF THE LEA (APPLICABLE TO SE0ARATE

VOCATIONAL 'EDUCATION DISTRICT)?

wHAT.ARE THE FACILITIES OF THE LEA AGGREG4TF1 ACROSS SCHOOLS?

wHAT ARE THE EXP'EN0ITUPES FOR INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT ASSIGNMENTS

ALLOCATE') TO THE SEA?.

113



Table 1 (continoed) PANKU `11vIlAqITY MO: ALL USES COMBINED
ALL IJ:N1L; COmmINO

FILE WSTION RANK ,SIMILA4ITY )ucSTION TEXT
INIkx

13

70 0.(1011 wiAT ARE TH. STUDENT'S MrmliFRSHIR CHADACTERISTICS1

4 d7,0 , OPOI HAT IS THF sTATE voCATICNAL EDUCATION EXPENDITURE: FOR INTERNAL
AL;NCY-w1PF. SuPPOPT SERVICES ACTIVITIES?

11 4.

10

7

20

4 12

PAO 0094i6 AHA1 IS THL APEA OF THE:LOCAL SITE?

0:Cq214 eiAT ADE THL .E.00CATtCNAL CHARACTERISTICS 0E,1HE ST',E, VOCATIONAL
LouCATION STA1-1- mr1UF9?

a;.: CQC wHAT AQE TI.,F VITAL STATISTICS d' , ',E11vICE' AREA?

.231.0 Vm4i.)1 wHAT APE THE CrSTS AND VALUES OF EACH 3UILDING ON THE LOCAL SITE?'

%Ci4u4 WHAT IS THE Cf.ATPACTuAL.STATLS OF THE LOCAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STAF
mEmREP?

233.0 0..C'3 'WHAT IS THE ACTIATY ALLCCATICN(S) OF THE STATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
STAFEMEBBFR?

234.7 0.r:B314 H:14 4uCH Di- THE AREA flr EACH-AUILDING IS uSEo FOR' SURDoRT RUPOSES
SlUA4E F)OTAGE?

5 235,C wHAT IS THr: CCST 1F THE LOCAL SITE INCLUOING,IMPROVEMENTS?

7 23'6,c cj877) WHAT IS THE IsUNBE9 nr BUILCINGS ON THE LOCAL SITE?

5 12 237,0 0,ICE,I575 wHAT TPAININc RELATED INJu;IES HAVE OCCURRED?

14 14 214.0 6e0S4IP 0HAT IS THE STATENIDF INVENTORY OF VOCATIONAL TRAINING RESOURCES?

I t4

-10 239.0 G.08413 wHAT ARE THC CHARACTERISTJCS OF THE EOUIPmENT FOR IN6TPUC1I0NAL
SOROPT USED.IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION?

19 240.0 0,04294 wHAT RESEAPCH AND STATISTICAL SERVICES APE AVAILABLE IN THE SCHOOL?



Tlintied) ouLsTJON.i pANKFn Hy (.,IMILA4ITY INDI x: ALL uSCs crim9INci1)
ALL LIVLLS CCMHINED

TION RANK SImILA,RITY QuESTION TEXT
1NP(X-

wHAT /04: Tr-IF:VITAL STATISTICS PF THE STATE?

wH4T.COmMuNI7Y 3ERVICES UNDER- LN q, :NIL PERSONNEL?

wHAT A N'2Nft:OGWAmmED CHARGFS ALL'OCATED. TO THE CURRICULUM?

4 241.0 0.C6:.!1?

1 242.0 0.Cp222

243.C

1 244.0 0.°H17

4 24.5.rr C.,204:7)

246.0 C.C:775S

1 247.0 r.C76115

2 24H..0 0.07454

7 249.0 0..C737

5 25C.0 .C.C7363

25I.0 0.67217

252.0 0.C7200

a ?53.( 0.C71,49

.:,

12 254.0., r.C7132

15 255.0 O.C7126

wHAT IS THE of:QS:1%AL ICENTIFICATIPN AND HEALTH _ATA OF THF STATE
vocATinwxL EDUCATI-IN STAFF MEM3ER?

ivAT ARE TH-H, Rcflm :HAPACTERISTICS OF EACH 3UILDING 1N THE LOCAL SITE?

wHAT APE THF GENEPAL ECONnmiC CHARACTEPISTICS OF THE. LEA SERVICE AREA?

wHAT IS THE FUNCTIONAL ALLCCATION(S) HY PARTS OF VEA47np tHE iTATE
VOCATIONAL STAFF mEMAFRT

wHAT ARE THE EXPENDITURES FOR INSTRUCTIONAL ASS:IGNMENTS ALLOCATED.
TO THE SEA?

WHAT IS THE SEPAPATION HISTOPY OF THE LOCAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STAFF

mFMFIER? .

/

WHAT APE THF HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STATE POPULATION?

WHAT ARE THE EDUCATION AND RELATED WrPK EXPERIENCES OF THE STATE

VICATICNAL EDUCATION STAFF MEMBER?

WHAT APE OTHER EXPENDITURES ALLOCATED TO THE CURRICULUM?

WHAT ADE THE FkPENOITUDES FCR WINPROGRAMMEO CHAPGCS ALLICATED TO THE .

CURRICULUM?
.

WHAT IS THE 14SUPANCE STATUS OF THE LOCAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STAFF

MEMDER? . \.

.fAT IS THE LEAVE-STATUS or THE LOCAL VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STAFF

-MEKBER IN TERMS'OF ACCRUED DAYS? .1 17
..

\



i (continued) OUPITIONs RANKED HY SIMILAPITY INDEX: ALL USE'S COM9INED

ALL LEVEL; CIMINO

'ILE QuE.iTION RANK SIMILARITY

INDEX

11 11 2D(,O 0,0113

16 267,0 c,c7385

5 re,)6)44

15 259.0 C.6)15

12 19 2tk),':' 0,.ts"74.

13 261.0 0a6,324i

16 23 262.0 C,4753 .

16 263.1 0,06738

264.0 0.0031

16 22 2W-I.C, C,C6455

4 9 206,0, 0.06392

16 10 267.0 0,Co3H3

. /

23 268.0 0,0634A

5 269.0 0.061C1

13 270.0 0,06180

118

hESTION TEXT

wHAT APF TF,F FrONCMIC CHARArTERISTICS OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT(5) IN THE

LEA SPVICE APEA?

wHAT CPE9LN1IALs APE HCLD BY THC STATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STAFF

MEMBER?

*HAT IS THE. 00( Ex0F911-NCE(S) OUTSIDE OF EDUCATION.OF THE STATE
vOCATIONAL FDUCATLA STAFF mEMHFR?

WHAT APE CHAPACTERISTICS OF,THE SCHOOLS CONTAINED IN THE L:A

AGGPEGAT:O ACPCSS SCHOCLS?

wHAT ISTHE STATEWIDE LEA INFORMATION AGGREGATED ACROSS LEAS?

wHAT ARE THE' l'7ETIPEMENT 'PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS OF THE,LOCAL

.vOCAT1ONAL EDUCATION STAFFAEMBER?
,

'wHAT IS THF.. FUNCTIONU. ALLOCATION(s) HY PRoGRAM APEA(S) OF THE STATE

,VUCATIONAL ECuCATION STAFF mEMIER?

WHAT APE THE STAFF CAREER DEVELOPMENT CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STATE

VOCATIINAL EOUCATMN STAFF mEmes?

WHEN WAS THE LOCAL SITE ACOUIREN

WHAT IS THE FUNCTIONAL ALLCCATION(S) BY PROPAM LEVEL(S) OF THE

VOCATIONAL COUCATION STAFF MEMBER?

WHAT IS THE AmOuNT OF TRANSFERS ALLOCATED TO THE CURRICULUM?

wHAT IS THE SALARY OR WAGE STATUS OF THE STATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

STAFF MEMBER?

wHAT APE TH1' CHARACTERISTICS OF EQUIPMENT FOR,DATA PPOCESSING' SERVICES

USED IN VOCATIqNAL EDUCATION?
1

wHEFE IS THE PLACE OF OfFTH OF THE STUDENT?

HOW MuCH OF THE AREA OF EACH BUILDING IS USED FOR CIRCULATION AREAS IN

AND BETWEEN qUILDINGS - SQUARE FOOTAGE?

119



fable I (chtinued) QUESTIONS RANKt'A; uy c;fvITy PDX: ALL USES ComRINED
ALL Ii7VELS CCMHINED

RILf! OVSTION RANK '5ImILAPITY QUESTION TEXT

INOH(

1.3 10

H 15

7

16 11

IC 11

16 14

1L 5

, 18 12

.16

24

16 19

.15 A

2 6

r16 '9

1 20

271.0

272.c

0,Cov%

C.no

03.0 0.C:1)49

1:.CS)77

275.0 3.C5B84

,276.C. 0.053;32

277.0 C.i'.544,)

27840 0,05331

279.0 0.05,116

290.0 0.5B11

291.0 C,5739

2N2,0 C,C5529

293.A 0.05'324

284.0 0.C5377

295,0 0.C5TC5

wHAT APE TN:. U,NERAL STATE ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS?

AHAT ARE THE CHuACTERIST1CS OF THE GENERAL TRANSPORTATION AND UTILITY

ELIPMENT USED IN'VOCATIUNAL EDUCATION?

WHAT IS THE [MPLOYMENT HISTORY OF THE STATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

STAFF MEMBER? ,

wHAT IS THC .TYPE (IF 7EmuNr.RATION OF THE STATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

STAFF 1,1E4DEp7

wHAT ARE THE FACILItTIES CF THE LEA ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE(S)?

,101AT IS THE STATF EmPLOYMENT SEPVICE STATUS OF THR STATE VOCATIONAL

HUCATION STAFF MEMBER?

,r,HAT APE THE HOUSEHOLD CHARACIERISTICS OF THE LEA SERVICE AREA?

wHAT IS THE 51ATEwIDE PEVENUE BASE FOR SCHOOLS?

wHAT.AREJ'HE INSERVICE EDUCATION/TRAINING EXPERIENCES OF THE STATE

VOCATIONAL EDUCATTO4 STAFF MEMBER?

wHAT IS .THE,FuNCTIONAL ALLOCATION BY SOURCE OF FUNDS OF THE STATE

VOCATIONAL COUCATION STAFF MEMBER?

wHAT Is T1-1E SCOPE OF THE C.PIRENT ASSIGNMENT(S) OF THE STATE VOCATIONAL

EDUCATION STAFF 'mE4HER?

WHAT IS THE TOTAL STATE vOCATIONAL EXPENDITURE FOR OTHER EXPENDITURES?

WHAT ApE THE ExPENDITURES FOR OTHER SUPPORT SERVICES ACTIVITIES

ALLOCATE) TO THE CURRICULUM?

WHAT ARE THE EXPENDITURES FOR COMMUNITY SUPPORT ASSIGNMENTS ALLOCATED

TO LHE CORICULUM?

WHAT IS THE CONTRACTUAL STATUS OF THE STATE yoCATIONAL EDUCATION

ST*T MEMBER? 121



Table I (conlialed) QUESTIONS pANKE0 OY SImILAf.i1TY INDEX: ALL USES COMBINED
ALL LEVELS. !CUISINE()

FILE OUESTION

11

RANK SImILARITY

INDtx

?;161,C C.0511,,

15 10, 2;17.0 C,b014

3 293.0 %MO

12 17 .234.0 L,C4196

ti 21 290.0 C.C4i41

17 2 291.0. 0.046B

2 9 292.0 0.C4667

16 15 243.0 0.04539

14 6 29400 -C,C4524

9 295.0 0,04476

11 13 296:0 Ca4414

17 1 297.0 0.04116

It 12 298.5 0404IC7

lb 13 293.5 . 0.04107

2 7 300.0 0.041C0

122

OUESTION TEXT

OAT ADE 1HE ECONAC CHARACTMSTICS OF STATE GOVERNMENT?

wHAT IS THE TrIAL STATE VOCATIONAL EXPENDITURE-FOR T/ANSFERS?

wHAT IS THE CUFNT EmkrYmENT STATUS OF THE STATE VOCATIONAL
HuCATION STAFF McARER?

wHAT A9E THE sTATF*I)E CHARACTERISTICS OF VOCATIONAL,MPERTY (STATE
PLJS ACG1EGAP) 1.11 InTpFarn

wHAT APE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF EQUIPMENT FOR PERSONNEL SERVICES USED
IN VOCATIONAL EOUCATION?

WHAT OSES ARE MADE OF THE STATE SITE Fop VOCATIONAL RuronEs?

wHATARE THE EXPENDITURES FOR DEBT'SERVICES ALLOCATED TO THE
CURRICULUM?

wHAT IS THE CURRENT LEAVE STATUS OF THE STATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
5TAFF MEA1ER IN TERMS OF ACCRUED DAYS?

WHAT ARE THE NONPROGRAMMED CHARGES ALLOCATED TO THE SEA?

WHAT ARE THE DEBT SERVICES ALLOCATED TO THE CURRICULUM?

.

WrIAT IS THE PrLITICAL SUPPORT FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION IN THE LEA SERVICE
AREA?

WHERE IS THE STATE SITE LOCATED?

WHAT IS THE INSURANCE STATUS OF THE STATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION STAFF
MEMBER?

wHAT APE THE RETIREMENT PPCGRAM CHARACTERISTICS OF THC STATE ,

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION.STAFF MEMBER?

wHAT ARE THE EXPENDITURES FOR COMMUNITY SERVICE ACTIVITIES ALLOCATED
10 THE CURRICULUM?



Table i continued) OUFSTION°) RANKLE HY cImILAQITY IN01-x: ALL USES COMMNFD

ALL LEVELS COWIINED

FILE OUESTION RANK !;IPILARITY

INDEX

17 14 301,0 C4C43C6

13 11 3C2.0 040J3c:b

ri 22 30.0 0.;',35R.

10 17 3'.74,( .C.03141

ld 13 305,C 3,r259

17' 336.0 O.C271

17 3 E7.0 ":,C2443

17 H 308.0 (),C2?55

p 16 339.3 C,01h50

17 13 31.0 '),"103'

17 13 11,.1.0 !,.C1452

17 19 312,..:1 0,01364

14 7 313.0 0:01355

17 20 314.0 0.31329

17 5 315,0 0,01299

12

flu:ST[0N TEXT

10e4T ARE" THt CHAACTERISTICS OF FIXF...D EWIPMENT USED IN

EOU(ATILIN AT THE STATE LEVEL?

4T,IONAL

wHAT IS THE TOTAL STATE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION EXPEND:Tu ..=JR:9EEIT

S'iRVICES?

AHAT ARE THE CHAPACTERISTICS OF'EQUIPMENT FOR RESEA; 'H ;TATIS:AL

SE4VICES USED IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION?

wHAT IS THE SF;RAP4TI1N.HIST3PY OF THE STATE VOCATION-A( ;:TION YrAFF

mr=imHER?

4HAT IS THE STATENIDE LOCAL POLITICAL SUPPORT FOR EDL.-J,T[r

wHAT IS THE GENERAL CCNDITION OF EACH BUILDING ON THE S SITE?

WHO NNS THE STATE SITE?

4HAT ARE THE- CHARACTrRISTICS OF EACH BUILDING ON THE STATE SITE?

4HAT ARC THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BOOKS HELD IN LIBRARY FOR

PEFE'RENCE PURPOSES USED IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AT THE STATE LEVEL?

wIAT ARE THF. CHARACTERISTICS OF LARGE MOVABLE TOOLS AND EDUIPMENT

USED IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AT THE STATE LEVEL?

w44T APE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF GENERAL TRANSPORTATION AND UTILITY

C)UI0mENT uSFO IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION?

wHAT ARE THE'CHARACTERISTICS OF. MATERIALS USED FOR VOCATIONAL,

EDUCATION AT THE STATE LEVEL? .

WHAT ARE THE DEBT SERVICES ALLOCATED TO TOIE SEA?

wHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF SUPPLIES USED FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

AT THF STATE LEVEL?

wHAT IS. THE COST OF THE STATE SITE INCLUDING IMPROVEMENTS?
120



Table I (continued

FLE JUESTION -ANK

RA,AL Y IILA ITY INDi:X: ALL u1-.

ALL ComdANED

'ION TEXT

7 wHAT IS -HE NUYHE 1F HOLOINGS 0,, THE S1A7E

17 10 317,0 wHAT APE THE C(13T D VALUF.S OF ''ACH BUILDIV; n% 71-c STATE SITE?

17 .1? 3H.0 0; wHAT Ac;E. THE PCOM CAACTEPIST1C ITHIN EAC-1 9UIL[11NG ON THE STATE

SITE?

. 17. 5 314,C D. wHAT IS THE APEA THE' STATE SITE-

17 4 32,?.0 wHEN wAS THE STAT SITE AMIRED?

17 13 321.0 wHAT A0E THE CHAPACTERISTICS OF 1THER EDUrovFNT RE:APED FOR
VOCATITINAL FCUCATTON AT THE ST.ATE LEVEL?

17 11 322.0 HOw mUCH Of- THE Ar:A CF EACH BUILDING IS US.ED FOR C:RCULATION AREAS

IN AND dETwEEN 3UILDING5?

17 17 .323.0 C ' .wHAT A4E THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE'SMALL Inas AND SmALLEOUIRMENT
USW tN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AT THE STATE 3ITE?

126
1'27



90

of a quest on may vary acr- the _ora areas represerv'A the

file o ,., raoion

BE=Z_:.se fi_Les repr,2sent tn a1 ortr_rL 4:ion of questf_on ?rovide

a ccnvemi= of summari.ting 1 the priortLty

For each c the :-wenty-eight. (28) prr_lorit-- ramLkings, t-:atistics

are computa.7..: 1 , the mean nank of ques:tions zithin each ftle; the

minimum raik er.d the maximum ran fo7 quezrior:s within each file; the

range of rank3 wil:hin each fil (4) the rank order of the file: ranked,

according to th mean r,_=ink of each file; and (5) the Kruskal-Walli:

Rtatistic which is used to test the hypothesis that the files th_ffer

according to mean importance c:f questions. These statistics for7- 1

(Vol. V) a. a 7)r.esentn r Table 2.

Ex=ainatior_ of Table 2 indicates.thrat questions pertaining rc

ocational curriculum and instructional characteristics Fi1e 1) re ohe

most needea and questions pertaining to time state educational a'51--ar-7.:y

vocational property characteristics (File 17) the least needed. Following

in order cf need are questions dealing with local school charactaristics

(File 9), characte:istics of the vocational .-.:ompleter/early leaver (File 6),

characterisaics of the vocatIonal student (Tile 5), vocational educat_on

characteris- ic f the state clucation agenl? (File 12) and vocati_)nal

:urricullim -expenditures eco (File 4). The relative imrportance of

files can dctel-mined =mpartg the memn ranks for each filL. Thr

example_ t1-. tY,ar rank of- FiLe 9 =ore 07L-an twice the meat ranx. of File 1,

whereas the meE:, rank of File 6 s_ig±:_tly emmaeds that-of. Fi_le 9. r_he

-

value of toe rane is indicative cf the spr-a-a.d of the prio=ty r7raks of

the.questicns within each file. A significant 11-statistic indica':.es

that the files can not be regarded as of equal iniportance.



Table

F.: le

91

ysis of Table _ (.-) . V)

- RanIC:ly.!

Mean Rank
Minitvim Naximum

Rank
Range

1 1 1 155 154

9 7 9 300 291

3 11 90 295 275

4 6 24 266 242

5 4 22 269 247

6 X-IL 3 10 209 199

7 i_: 8 49 261 212.

3 7_. 14 102 303 201

9 --..,_ _
11 242 231

10 133. : 9 31 275 244

11 165.1 10 52 296 244

12 123.7 5 28 289 261

1-1 136.8 12 89 302 213

...-i. 245.7 16 .210 313 103

15 194.4 13 108 287 179

16 .267.6 17 216 304 88

17 311.9 13 291 323 32

18 15 171 305 134

H = 181.25

Sig:lifica= beyond ..'")001 level.

129
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Similar analyses were :erford for each the reh-aining twenty-

seven (27) tables La Volume V. In __1 cases, the H statisffc was highly

significant indicafing that the fi.

7ankinE:.

The rank ordar of the f

ta'Aes ih V( !ume V is presente ir 7

_ffer according to average priority

3.

of :cety-eig _ (28'

dicated by the va 3, the importance F the files

generally viries r7nsiderably depenf.....g upon level alid use. -ile 1

for e::ample fs ranked ffrst fox pF.rc ing use at zhe local le and

ninth in orc-ar of for finL ce budgetinz u.se at the sfate level.

An exoeption is File 17 which 7aaints_fsas a near-...rtom posit..1on across all

combinations of level and use.

Table 3 is Civided inf.-7, a num7e.r of grids .10 facii.itate ana'vsis

and interpretation. Columns - l present nalionai wias, 17 - 22

state uses an.,!. 27 :ses... Rows 1 - 4 rezIresht flies dealing

with curriculcm cnaracterist:: roc..:s 5 - 6 student characteriutics, 7 - 11

local schoolfAurarional azery, .:_hf_racteristics and 19 - state charac-

teristics. 'Thus the i of t:f.-se rows arni _colu=fs., cfn -e used

to analyze the ic-7)(7:1-zz= e p_ac -.ational, State and ] ca lefq users

on informatior. student, school/LEA, and state

characteristics.

This anal-si, is preserted in Table 4 where the entrces are the

means of the ranks 17or the designated rows and colu:cs of Tabl 3. Fi.:r

example, the mt,-:,:an r- the ranks in the intersection of rows -6 anc' uolunnz

.11-16 of Table :7, !4. .3,L5. 2,4,1,L2.1.17,3,1) f.'s 5.3.

The cn5. I ,Jle 4 indicate L.hat the locals have greL:er need

for curricuL= inforhation as judged by the lower mean raoLs than either
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Tablet 5. Ratiltingsof Filas by Ilea= 8pok of 51=1.1arlty :ndloes of -uastl_;ms
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Table -. Mean Ranks by Curriculum, Student, School/LEA and State
Characteristics

Columns 11-16
(National)

Columns 17-22
(State)

Columns 23-28
(Local)

Rows 1-4
(Curriculum 8.1 8.0 6.1

Characteristics)

Rows 5-6
(Student 5.3 9.3 5.9

C;aracteristics)

RIDWS 7-11
(L._Dcal 9.4 10.7 6.2

C1larac:eristics)

Rows 1 -18
(State 11.5 9.6 14.8

Characeristics)
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national or state users. On the other hand, state users expreSsed less

need for data on the characteristics of students than either the national

or local users. As might be expected, states e:pressed the greatest

need for information on state characteristics and locals the greatest

need for data on local characteristics. In three of the four character-

istics (student, local and state), needs expressed by national users

were more similar to both state and local needs than were state to local

needs.

This finding was further substantiated by intercorrelating the

question priority rankings for Tables 8-28, Volume V. Examination of the

.intercorrelation matrix indicated that national priority rankings

correlated more highly with local priority rankings than did state priority

rankings with local priority rankings. Furthermore, national priorities

tended to be more similar to local priorities than to state priorities'.
A

The intercorrelation matrix of uses was cluster analyzed separately

for each level to test the hypothesis that uses cluster into groupings

that were more similar within than between. The clnster analysis was

accomplished by computing and utilizing a-coefficients. Application of-

the clustering procedure produced the following clusters of uses for

each level:

National level
-

Cluster I Planning, Evaluation, Reporting Requirements

and.Public Information

Cluster II Operations

Cluster III Finance and Budgeting

133 .
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State level

Cluster I Planning, Operations, Finance and Budgeting,

and Reporting Requirements

Cluster II Evaluation and Public Information

Local level

Cluster I Planning, Operations, Evaluation, Finance
and Budgetipg, Reporting Requirements, Public

Information

Principal axis-factor analysis and Varimax rotation of the inter7

correlation matrix extracted three factors. The major factors were

identified as a local orientation, a state orientation and a national

orientation. The local orientation factor tended to load heavily on

local data needs and national needs which tended to support the hypothesis

of similarity between local and national priorities. _The state orienta-

tion factor loaded heavily on state data needS, moderately on national

data and slightly on local data needs. The national orientation loaded

heavily on national data needs and moderately on state and local data

needs.

These findings indicate-that (1) local needs are more.congruent

with a national orientation than a state orientation, (2).state data

needs are more congruent with a natidnal orientation than a local

orientation, and (3) national data needs are more congruent with a local

than a state orientation.

s.
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7,NTFET:lETATION OF RESULTS

The asseasment of the =formational needs of natLonal, state and -

lcca Isers indicates a distinct demand for data descriptive of the

voca: .onal educ:i nr. at thc "grass roots" level. The demand

is pronounced for c'.ata dealing with the characteristics of voca-

tional instructica trc.. turriculdM, the characteristics of vocational

students, the characterstics of vocational completers/early leavers and

the characteristics _L the local school. This suggests that users of

vocational educatior : .ta are in general most interested in knowing

"who" is being served, "what" they are being served, and "what haPpens"

a 7.-esu1t of ths2lir Hein; served. \

InformatL:i rc ds however, are not o be interpreted as

Sarily congrIla= j':Zross all levels of users and uses.. One of thenece

major findings o-2 :Ttucly fs the greater similarity Of national to

local informaticnni meeds than of state to, local inforMational needs.

This finding corrr=mos the commonly accepted belief that state.needs

are more congruent local needs thzan are national needs.. Rather than

a linear orderinc wic stabe needs beimg closer to local needs and

naticnal needs more r=oved, the results suggest a triangular constella-

tion with nationa: nt-es more congruent with both local and state needs,

and local and stal, nee,ds being more disparate.

The results of t:he cluster analysis reVeal a distinctive pattern

of nt-±eds across t e three user levels. The national need for information

for 171anning, evalumtion, reporting_requirements and public information

as se,parate fromithe need for inforMation for operations and for finance

reflects a need fnr information for accountability purposes that is
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distinct from the need for information for operations and for finanCial

.reporting. State need for information for planning,.operation, finance

and budgeting and.reporting and for evaluation and public information

reflects a need fOr informatinn for internal administrative purposes that-.

differs in order of priority from their need for information for use in

evaluation'and public information. Local needs appear to be relatively

consistent across all use categories.

The results of the factor analysis of the apsociation between

need prioiitizations indicate that local nqeds for information reflect

a strong local orientation. The fact that.local-operations has the

highest loading sugges.ts that local need for information is most highly

motivated by the exigencies associated with the actual delivery of

vocational education services. The lower loadings on public information

usage supports the contention that information at the local level is

needed more to support the deliVery of educational services than for

local public relations purposes. Local needs for information generally

have relatively low state orientation. Interestingly enough, local infor-

mation needs have a greater national than state orientation. A possible

explanation is_511LI-a-concern for the educational experience and the

impact of that experience on the individual is a central theme of both

national and local nrientations.

State orientation, in.constrast, tends to focus more on ae

,administration function. State level demand for information for.finan-

cial andThudgetary purposes and for reporting requirements reflects a

demand fqr.information needed to fulfill the administrative function

performed by state education agencies. Information needs for state level ,

planning and operation has both a state nnd a natinnal orientation. which

1 'la
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suggests that state needs in these areas share a common demominator with

national needs. State need for information for evaluation purposes has

a larger local and national than state orientation.. This may be explained

by the fact that evaluation is concerned more with the.programmatic

delivery of education services than with financial considera ionQ. The

argument that the state orientation has a large financial co onent is

supported by the fact that local finance haS the largest load ng of any

of the local uses on state orientation and that national finan e has the

largest loading of any of the national uses on state orientation.

The national orientation is most directly,characterized by the

need for information for public relations and for evaluation and least

characterized by the need for financial information. This finding

suggests that the pressure toward accountability at the national level

is more a concern for the process, the product and the impact of voca-

tional education than with its costs per se.
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IMPLICATIONS

Development of a National Data System

The EDNEED project provided information having implications for

the development of a national vocational education data reporting and

accounting system. An initial task in the development of a national

data system is the selection of:the constituent inforMation elements.

A logical approach to the selection of information elements is to select

those elements that answer the most important questions as determined

by an empirical assessment of the informational:needs of the major users.

The selection of the core questions can be approached as a problem

in benefit-cost analysis. What is required is a set of questions that

result in maximum benefit (utility) to users of the data at minimum costs

to producers of the data. Importance of the question as determined by

the raters can be considered an indication of the utility of the question

for user groups. Thus, the similarity index can be regarded as a measure

of the utility ef theCiN stion across user groupp.

The final determin tion of importance of questions depends upon

the relative weights ass, gned to levels and uses. As was done in this

study, equal weights can be assigned to all levels and uses. The problem

of combining levels and uses into a single importance (utility) measure,

however, still remains; Questions can be prioritized according to the

average of the similarity index over all uses and levels (Table 1), the

average over levels for separate uses (Tables 2 through 7, Volume V),

the average over uses for each level (Tables 8 through 10, Volume,V), or

th.e similarity index
computed.separately for each use at each level

(Tables 11 through 28, Volume V).

4 girt' 1
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An argument could he made that: a national vocational education

data system should serve the needs.of a national constit/uency. National

needs as shown by the results of-this study are assoc'iated with both

state and local needs. Since:national needs are more closely associated,

with both state and local needs than are state needs with local needs,

the national level could beA-egarded as the most representative needs

level. If this premise were acceptable, 'only the needs of the national
7

level need be considerdd in priority determination and the .remaining

problem to be resolved would be the:determination of the Weights tO be

assigned to the uses. One alternative would be to Weight the uses

equally and to prioritize the questions according to average similarity

index across uses (Table 8,.Volume V). Another alternative would be to

weight.the uses unequally. Weights might be assigned to each use lpy an

application of Edwards' Multi-Attribute Utilities approach as described

in Appendix B, Volume V. A simplification could be aChieved by taking

advantage of the fact that national 'uses tend to group into three

clusters: '(planning, evaluating, reporting requirements and public

information), (operations) and (finance). Instead of applying the

Multi-Attribute Utilities approach separately for each use, the technique

could be applied to each cluster of uses.

Prioritization of questions according to iMportance can be easily

expanded te handle constraints regarding the content mixture of questions.

Suppose, for example, that the information system were required to pro-,

vide information on students, programs, program completers and leavers,

staff, facilities and expenditures. Questions pertaining to .each of

these areas could be prioritized separately for each content.area. Since

the comparative weighting of the uses may differ according to content area,
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weighting for uses may have to be established separately for each con-

tent area. This could be readily accomplished by an application of the

Multi-Attribute Utilities approach for each content area; e.g., student,

program, etc.

Given that questions have been prioritized aCcording to a

suitably determined measure of utility, final selection depends upon

consideration of the cost of collection. Ideally, an estimate of the

collection costs required to answer each question is required. Unfortu-

nately, such information is not generally available. Therefore, in order

to apply benefit-cost procedures it is necessary to develop a surrogate

cost measure.

One such measure is the number of states that currently collect

the information needed to answer a particular question. The 'rationale

for this measure is that the re states that have the capability to

answer a question, the less the\cost required to ensure that all states

\
have the developed capability to Collect information.necessary to answer

the question. Assessment of the current capacity of the s4ates to

.answer the questions prioritized in this s'tudy will be reported in a

subsequent study.

Given separate measures of utility and cost for each question,

several options for the selection of questions are available. One such

approach is to establish a cut-off point on the numbers of states

currently able to answer the question as well as a minimum acceptable

utility score. Questions are selected if their.cost-measure (number of

states currently able to answer question) and utility measure (weighted

similarity index) exceed the established cut-off seores. NK4ter and

.content of questions selected by this scheme obviously depend upon.the
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scores. Tf desired, content can be ,controlled by first sorting the ques-

tions by content areas; e.g., students, programs, program coMpleters and

leavers, etc., and then selecting queStions within each content area.

Number of queStions selected can be controlled by raising or lowering

the cut-off until the desired numbers are selected.

Given that elements are prioritized within questions, similar

cut-off points can be defined for elements, and those elements selected

for which cost and utility measures are acceptable: Derivation of such

cost estimates as to number of state agencies currently collecting'

particular elements, and the extent to which important questions are

presently answerable, is the subject of an on-going resear.:.11 st

(EDNEED II).

Once c_ements arc identified, a next step is the de- of

national nformation system in the development of a documenL set of

informatinal element specifications. These specifications weild: delimit

each informational element according to such f2actors as: (1) title,

(2) definition, (3) collection method, (4) level of aggregation, and

(5) collectiOn frequency. By so delineating each information element,

a' bluerir.int for the content of nationally uniform vocational education

system could be produced and used to guide subsequent system development

and implementation.

Needs Assessment Methodology

The EDNEED study has designed, developed, and demonstrated an,

application of needs assessment methodology to the determination.of

information needs. The methodolOgy is readily transferable for use by

state and local education agencies. The Classification document in its
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entirety or portions thereof can serve as an assessment instrument for

local/ or state use. The questions are a synthesis of the major needs

for information as el;pressed by a broad sampling of constituency groups.

As such, these questions are likely to encompasS the majority of those

asked of vocational education at state'and local levels. Comments

regarding suggested changes and improvements contained in Volume IV are

.a rich source of information for those wishing to apply the methodology

at state and local levels.

Design of vocati-aal oducation information systems ta me: o the

documanted netds for informlicn of a prescribed constitue7:cy i. a

reasaaa,d mLans of protectin against the tendency for haphazard growth

that p agues many agency in: ?rmation. systems. Additions of informational

capabi_ oy in response to assessed need of a defined setvite Clientele

is more cost effective than patchwork additions in an attempt to be

responsive to infrequent and unique demands .from influential sources.

The asseSsment methodology can readily be modified to:include

.

ratings of frequency as well as importance-. Together, they would pro-.

vide a-measure of the incidence and severity (criticality) of the demand

for information. Those demands that are both'frequent and critical

would provide the most defensible rationale for additions to information

systein capability. Conyers ly, infrequent demand for relatively

unimportant information would Seem to be sound justification for dele-

t'ion of information thus mitigating
the common tendency to retain elements

regardless of use history.
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Benefits

Project EDNEED I has Trovided an empirical basis for prioritization

of the important questions in vocational education according to use and

'level of user. Needed data has been justified by users, not only in

terms of whether or not it is needed, but .also why t is needed, i.e.,

what will be made pf

The project has alE:J provided a national forum for the discussion

0: c=itical issues relatee to production, storage, retrieval and use of

.ve,:aLional education data. Through the EDNEED conferences, a continuing

dia-___7gila has been eStablished between data users and e_ata producers which

can 71111- result in better understanding on both sides.
,

Perhaps the most critical of the issues identified and discussed

was the necessity for the development of uniform definitions to support

a national vocational education data system. The EDNEED Lexicon provideS

a step tc%:.,rd the solution of" this problem of a lack of standardization

of data across states.

A listing of data 'needs by level (national, state and local) and

by use (planning, operations, evaluation, budgeting and finance, report-

ing requirements and public information) has Veen developed which can

reduce redundancy in reporting, save organizational time in the dissemi-

hation process and result in more meaningful reports to information

userS. The listing will also allow.for an 'internal comparison in an

agency between the information presently being collected or produced and .

the information needs of user groups. Such a listing could be of benefit

in helping to formulate agency information policy.

A logical next s,tep 4n the 'development of a national vocational

education information system would be the production of a documented set

14:1
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of data slieifications based or. the iniormation recuirements of various

user groups. Associated costs for.each requirement by priority could

be developed based on zomv sons of needed data with those presently

being collected.

Future Research

As is usual with research, the results'of Project EDNEED raised

more questions than they answered. Additional research is needed to:

1. Verify if national needs are more similar to local needs than

are state needs; and, if replicated, to determine possible

explanatory factors.

2. Determine why national and local level users appear to place

more relative importancg on characteristics of vocational

students and the characteriStics of completers an&early

leavers than do state level users.

3. Verifiand .-Iccmint for, i! rJeplicated, tact that national

uses cluster into_three clusters consisting of planning,

evaluating, reporting requirements, and public information

in Cluster I, operations in Cluster II, and finance in

Cluster III.

4. .Verify and account for, if replicated, the fact that state

uses cluster into two-clusters consisting of planning, opera-

tions, finance and reporting requirements in Cluster I and

evaluation and public information in Cluster II.

5. Verify and account for, if replicated, the fact that local

prioritizations .are so internally consistent that all local

needs cluster into one group.
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6. Ve:-tfy that the prioritizar:ion fc::: state operational needs

has almost no association 4th any local priorl.Lizations,

and, if replicated, determine possible explanat_Ly factors.

7. Verify the factor structure, anJ, if replicate, to explain

further (a) why local operations \-s most highl: Lcaded on

tha-local orientation factor, state .4inance is ast highly

lbacied on the state orientation facto and pu.-___c informa-

i

tibn As the most highly loaded national se cri -__11e national

orientation factor; (b) finance was the highest loading within

local, state and national uses on ehe state orientation fac-

i

,tor; (c) public relations has ,the'highest Loading within

local, state and national uses on the national 2rientation

factor; and (d) olDerations has trr,' highest loadings within

the.local and national but not state uses on local orienta-

tion factor.

Much of the funded reea=h effort to date with res-pect to manage-

ment information systems has focused on their design, development, field

te'sting and implementation with relatively little attention paid to

what information is needed'by what users for what purpose. The assump-

tion appears to have been ehat the developed capacity to collect, store

and retrieve Information will ipso facto improve the quality of voca-

tional education programs, services and activities. It is hoped that

the present study will contribute to an increased likelihood that further

development will be based on an assessment of user need and that user

oriented information will increase the capability of management informa-

tiap systems to contribute to the improvement of vocational education

at all levels.
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